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Abstract
High-throughput neuroimaging technology enables rapid acquisition of vast amounts of
structural and functional data on multiple spatial and temporal scales. While novel methods to
extract information from these data are continuously developed, there is no principled approach
for the systematic integration of distinct experimental results into a common theoretical
framework, yet. The central result of this dissertation is a biophysically-based framework for
brain network modeling that links structural and functional data across scales and modalities and
integrates them with dynamical systems theory. Specifically, the publications in this thesis
i. introduce an automated pipeline that extracts structural and functional information from
multimodal imaging data to construct and constrain brain models,
ii. l i n k w h o l e - b r a i n m o d e l s w i t h e m p i r i c a l E E G - f M R I ( s i m u l t a n e o u s
electroencephalography and functional magnetic resonance imaging) data to integrate
neural signals with simulated activity,
iii. propose a framework for reverse-engineering neurophysiological dynamics and
mechanisms underlying commonly observed features of neural activity,
iv. document a software module that makes users acquainted with theory and practice of
brain modeling,
v. associate aging with structural and functional connectivity and
vi. examine how parcellation size and short-range connectivity affect model dynamics.
Taken together, these results form a novel approach that enables reverse-engineering of
neurophysiological processes and mechanisms on the basis of biophysically-based brain models.
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Zusammenfassung
Hochdurchsatzverfahren zur neuronalen Bildgebung ermöglichen die schnelle Erfassung großer
Mengen an strukturellen und funktionellen Daten über verschiedenen räumlichen und zeitlichen
Skalen. Obwohl ständig neue Methoden zur Verarbeitung der in diesen Daten enthaltenen
Informationen entwickelt werden gibt es bisher kein systematisches Verfahren um
experimentelle Ergebnisse in einem gemeinsamen theoretischen Rahmenwerk zu integrieren und
zu verknüpfen. Das Hauptergebnis dieser Dissertation ist ein biophysikalisch basiertes GehirnNetzwerkmodell das strukturelle und funktionelle Daten über verschiedene Skalen und
Modalitäten hinweg verknüpft und mit dynamischer Systemtheorie vereint. Die hier
zusammengefassten Publikationen
i. stellen eine automatische Software-Pipeline vor die strukturelle und funktionelle
Informationen aus multimodalen Bilddaten extrahiert um Gehirnmodelle zu konstruieren
und zu parametrisieren,
ii. v e rk n ü p fe n G a n z h i rn m o d e l l e m i t e m p i ri s c h e n E E G -fM RT (s i m u l t a n e
Elektroenzephalographie und funktionelle Magnetresonanztomographie) Daten um
neuronale Signale mit simulierter Aktivität zu integrieren,
iii. schlagen ein Rahmenwerk vor um neurophysiologische Dynamiken und Mechanismen
die häufig beobachteten Eigenschaften neuronaler Aktivität zu Grunde liegen zu
rekonstruieren,
iv. dokumentieren ein Software-Modul das Benutzer mit Theorie und Praxis der
Gehirnmodellierung vertraut macht,
v. assoziieren Alterungsprozesse mit struktureller und funktioneller Konnektivität und
vi. untersuchen wie Gehirn-Parzellierung und lokale Konnektivität die Modelldynamik
beeinflussen.
Zusammengenommen ergibt sich ein neuartiges Verfahren das die Rekonstruktion
neurophysiologischer Prozesse und Mechanismen ermöglicht und mit dessen Hilfe neuronale
Aktivität auf verschiedenen räumlichen und zeitlichen Skalen anhand biophysikalisch basierter
Modelle vorhersagt werden kann.
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Introduction
Technological progress enabled the study of brain activity on a variety of spatiotemporal scales,
from the fast spiking of individual cells to slowly fluctuating large-scale resting-state networks.
To extract information from the different modalities and experimental setups, novel methods
draw from fields like dynamical systems theory, machine learning, artificial intelligence,
information theory, statistics, graph theory or computer science. High-throughput acquisition and
increased processing power stimulate “data-driven” research that is focused on mining and
extraction of information from biological signals. Such discovery-driven data mining seeks
patterns and associations within data, but does not provide a systematic way to interpret
extracted information in order to formulate new hypotheses. In contrast, “hypothesis-driven”
approaches are more oriented towards formulating propositions that help interpret extracted
information in the context of biological understanding. For example, neuroimaging studies often
relate a certain task to a certain localized activity pattern; that is, they correlate different
observations. At this level of analysis we can extract information on type, location and timing of
neural activity, i.e., we can answer ‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘when’ questions. However, data and
information alone are not sufficient to understand the mechanisms that underlie observed signals.
That is, they do not provide us with an explanation of the biological processes that lead to the
measured activity, i.e., they do not answer ‘how’ questions. Hypothesis-driven approaches, on
the other hand, generate theories that make statements on the proposed causal relationships
among phenomena. Hypotheses are systematically falsified with targeted experiments and
iteratively improved in order to derive coherent descriptions of the causal processes that underly
observed data are generated.
A large part of current research efforts addresses isolated questions that pertain to confined
phenomena. Individual imaging modalities provide either coarse grained, indirect or highly
localized aspects of neural dynamics and morphology. Measures are often surrogate signals that
are unable to directly measure membrane potential fluctuations, spike-firing or synaptic activity.
Consequently, individual modalities are insufficient for interpreting the dynamics of a highly
interconnected multi-scale system like the brain. Traditional neuroscience research focused on
individual parts of the brain, yet, the emerging picture shows that brain dynamics emerge from
hierarchical interaction that involves upward and downward causation over different
spatiotemporal scales and levels, including the biophysical, the circuit, and the systems level 1.
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Biological data and information are fragmented and a rigorous framework for the systematic
coalescence of their cumulative findings into a coherent theory is not existent. To understand
how the brain network produces behavior, different sources of information need to be integrated
into an inclusive and biophysically grounded theory about brain function, which can then be
incorporated into the cycle of prediction, falsification and refinement. The absence of a general
theory of brain function is symptomatic of several deeper lying problems: the causal origins of
many neural phenomena are still unknown, the approaches to characterize neural dynamics and
to associate them with a certain behavior are often correlational and the conclusions drawn from
such studies often ignore the limitations of the involved methods 2. As the development of theory
can hardly follow the pace of growth of data, it becomes increasingly clear that purely
correlational approaches mostly generate relational information, but not necessarily new
understanding in terms of mechanistic explanations. In order to transform individual sources of
information into biological understanding, it is necessary to have an inclusive model that can be
experimentally manipulated and put to test. Brain network models integrate disparate findings
about brain structure and function into a single and comprehensive in silico theory that can be
experimentally manipulated in a targeted way that would be currently impossible in vivo.
Thereby, they address the need for a unifying theoretical framework that enables the integration
of different levels of spatial and temporal organization.

Functional and structural neuroimaging data
Neuroimaging signals are permeated by patterns of correlated activity that spread over different
parts of the brain. While lying at rest, in the absence of any task, humans and other animals show
coherent oscillations over large, distributed areas, so-called resting-state networks 3–5. Among the
earliest observations was the well-known ‘default mode network’, a set of brain regions that are
active during rest, but routinely decrease their activity during task performance 6,7. The spatial
patterns of brain networks exhibit a remarkable consistency across subjects and were even
mapped to homologous brain regions in different species 8–10.
Functional connectomes give us insights into the intrinsic architecture of the brain. A consistent
finding is that regions with similar functionality tend to be correlated in their activity while
regions with apparently opposing function tend to be anticorrelated 5. Regions that increase in
activity during attention-demanding cognitive tasks are anticorrelated with regions that decrease
in activity11. Functional connectivity can act as functional localizer as it predicts regional
5

activation during different tasks12 and even individual task performance 13. Resting-state networks
are related to disorders like Alzheimer’s disease 14, depression and negative emotion 15 or
schizophrenia16; also drug17,18 and pharmacologically19,20 induced states can be identified. Severity
of post-stroke attention deficits correlates with disrupted functional connectivity of frontoparietal
networks, while recovery is associated with normalization of functional connectivity 21.
Functional connectivity was associated with memory formation 22, reading ability23, behavior24,25,
genetics15 and personality traits15.
These observations are, however, largely correlational and the emergence of functional
connectivity or its relationship with electrical neural activity are not fully understood. Functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a surrogate measure: it does not directly capture spike
firing, membrane potentials or synaptic activity, but rather activity that was triggered or cooccurs with neural activity. Rather, fMRI blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) contrast
imaging depicts fluctuations in de-oxyhaemoglobin concentration, which is determined by a
combination of blood flow, blood volume and oxygen metabolism induced by the coupling
between cerebral blood flow and neuronal activity 5.
Electrophysiological methods measure neuronal activity more directly and have better temporal
resolution (on the order of kHz), but they typically have low spatial resolution and a less
complete anatomical coverage. Combined electrophysiology and fMRI experiments found
neurophysiological correlates of the BOLD signal 26–28. Hemodynamic responses are tightly
correlated with local field potentials (LFPs) and to a lesser extend with spiking; stimulus induced
synaptic activity is even in the absence of associated spike discharges tightly coupled with LFPs
and tissue oxygen concentration, which implies that the BOLD signal is more closely coupled to
synaptic activity29 than to firing activity. Simultaneous recordings of fMRI together with
electroencephalography (EEG) show high correlations between fMRI activity and band-limited
power fluctuations. Strong and widespread negative correlations between fMRI and EEG alpha
power (8-12 Hz) were found in lateral frontal and parietal cortices and in visual areas of the
occipital cortex30, which suggest that alpha activity is associated with metabolic deactivation.
Interestingly, the spatial patterns of EEG-fMRI correlations overlapped strongly with fMRI
resting-state network patterns, indicating that EEG bands provide signatures of resting-state
network activity31. Moreover, specific combinations of EEG rhythms provide distinct
electrophysiological signatures of each resting-state network 32. With magnetoencephalography
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(MEG), correlation mapping of theta, alpha and beta band-limited power time courses
independently reproduced the spatial topography of resting-state networks 33.
Structural ‘connectomes’ represent the brain’s large-scale wiring diagram formed by whitematter axon tracts 34. As anatomical connectivity cannot be measured non-invasively, whitematter bundles are reconstructed using diffusion-weighted MRI in combination with
tractography algorithms. Connectomes can be interpreted as graphs and are often characterized
with methods from graph theory 35. Network edges quantify the interaction between brain regions
on the basis of coupling strengths and time delays36–38. Network nodes represent brain regions
that are defined by atlas templates, which are used to subdivide MRI volumes into different
parcels. Functional and structural connectomes share many important graph-theoretical
properties like the oft-observed small-world organization 39–41, which is an organizational
principle that is found over a wide range of scales in space and time in animals and other
complex systems. Functional connections can be inferred from structural connections 42, but not
the other way around; that is, functional connections exist despite the absence of direct structural
connections and are supposedly mediated via indirect structural connection 43. While structural
connectomes change only slowly through processes related to aging 44 or plasticity45, functional
connectivity is highly volatile 46. However, despite a large number of studies that link functional
and structural connectomes, the origins of resting-state networks are not fully understood.
Furthermore, high correlations between fMRI and concurrently acquired physiological rhythms
cast doubts on the relevance of slow hemodynamic fluctuations 47–49. Part of the bewilderment
certainly stems from the aforementioned difficulty to make sense of fMRI activity in terms of
neural information processing, which also points to a lack of an integrated theory of brain
function.

Brain network models
Brain network models are a relatively novel class of biologically based computational models
that have the potential to integrate relevant characteristics of structural and functional brain
organization into a coherent framework that has explanatory power 50. Constrained by structural
connectivity, brain network models predict neural activity and therefore serve as a bridge
between structure and function. Biologically-based large-scale brain models are typically
formulated as systems of coupled differential equations that simulate the collective activity of
populations of neurons at a mesoscopic scale, which ranges from the size of micro-columns to
7

whole cortical areas. In these so-called neural field or mass action theories the activity and
interaction of individual neurons is replaced by averages over groups of neurons at a scale
intermediate between individual neurons and large areas of cortex 51. State variables of such
neural mass models include, e.g., mean-field potentials, population firing rates and synaptic
activity. Despite simplifying assumptions, population models are able to reproduce complex
dynamical patterns of neural population activity, e.g., synchronization, random firing, multiclustered behaviours, bursting or oscillator death. Their low-dimensionality has the distinct
advantage that the main modes of activity of spiking neuron networks can be reproduced with
reduced computational complexity and degrees of freedom 52. Population models are connected
by coupling terms that simulate anatomical connectivity between neural units, e.g., intra-cortical
connections between neighbouring columns or corticocortical connections of the large-scale
white-matter network.
Throughout this dissertation we extend and use a class of models that have been formalized by a
framework called The Virtual Brain (TVB; thevirtualbrain.org). TVB is both a generic
mathematical description 53 of brain network models and an open-source neuroinformatics
platform54,55 that implements specific realizations of this general model along with tools for preand post-processing. TVB distinguishes three levels of connectivity between neural masses:
•

intrinsic (or internal) connectivity that forms a local network between excitatory and
inhibitory neural masses to simulate a cortical or subcortical region,

•

local connectivity (also termed lateral, short-range or intra-cortical connectivity) between
local networks that are in spatial proximity on the cortical surface or in subcortical
structures and connected via lateral axons,

•

global connectivity (also termed large-scale or long-range connectivity) between distant
brain regions mediated via white-matter fiber bundles.

These concepts are integrated in the general evolution equation for brain network models

[

]

2

^ (t)=− Λ
^ (Ψ
^ (t ) ) + Z Ξ(t
^ )+ ∑ U ν ∘V ν Γ ν [ Ψ
^ (t −K ν ∘C −1
P^ (d /dt ) Ψ
ν )] ,
ν=0

which describes the temporal evolution of the network of neural masses
^
[ P=P
1 , P 2 ,... , P l ]

^ i (t).
Ψ

denotes the vector of differential operators that maps the vector of l
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systems of neural mass model equations
matrix that incorporates the matrices

^
[ Ψ=Ψ
into their derivatives.
1 , Ψ 2 ,..., Ψl ]

^ is a
Λ

Λ , which define state operators that link state-variables

within a neural mass. State operators are matrices that formalize the relationships among the
state-variables of a neural mass. The evolution of the states of neural mass networks depends on
the current state, external interventions (like stimuli or noise) represented by the vector of
^
matrices [ Ξ=Ξ
1 ,Ξ2 , ...,Ξl ]

and interactions mediated by a hierarchy of intrinsic

local (ν=1) and global (ν=2) connectivity matrices

Uν

(ν=0) ,

and V ν . The operator ∘

denotes the Hadamard or Schur product, that is, the element-wise multiplication of the two
matrices, with V ν

defining the coupling topology between neural masses (adjacency matrix)

at level ν weighted by weight-matrix U ν .

Z

and Γ ν can be linear or non-linear (e.g.,

sigmoid) coupling functions that transform or scale the activity.
through the structural paths of level

Cν

is the propagation speed

ν . It can be a scalar, a vector or a matrix that defines

conduction velocities for individual connection distances

K ν . The term

−1

K ν ∘C ν

implies

the entry-wise division of connection distances by propagation velocity to obtain transmission
delays. Due to tremendously increased computational complexity, most models do not
implement local connections, but only intrinsic and global connectivity.
The generic brain network model equation accommodates two different types of local population
models: rate-based (or activity-based) models and voltage-based models. The former typically
simulate average population firing rates, while the latter simulate average population membrane
potentials. Examples for activity-based models are the Wong, Wang & Deco model 56 and the
Wilson & Cowan model57. Examples for voltage-based models include the Stefanescu & Jirsa 3D
model52, the Larter & Breakspear model 58 or the Generic 2D oscillator53.
For direct comparison of model activity with empirical data, model state variables are input into
biophysical forward models that project simulated activity into the space of different
neuroimaging modalities including EEG, MEG or fMRI. These models can be based on realistic
geometry of individual head and cortical sources and signal propagation through brain and head
tissues and neurovascular coupling59,60. Integrating multiple modalities within brain models has
several advantages. The individual strengths of different modalities, like the superior temporal
resolution of EEG or the high spatial resolution of fMRI, can be combined to remedy their
individual weaknesses, like the low spatial resolution of EEG and the low temporal resolution of
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fMRI. Using different forward models to simulate different modalities, analyses can be
performed with the modalities that optimally depict the involved spatial and temporal scales.
For details on the mathematical formulation of brain network models refer to Sanz-Leon et al.
(2015)53. Specific realizations of the generic brain network model equation can be found in a
number of studies that used these models to analyse different aspects of large-scale brain
function, e.g., statistical relationships between structural and functional connectivity 43; the role of
noise, coupling and time delays for fMRI dynamics and the emergence of resting-state
networks61,62; functional connectivity dynamics 63; functional connectivity at different time
scales64; properties of the connectome to facilitate inter-individual synchronization 65; the
influence of local feedback inhibition on global dynamics 66; the effect of transcranial direct
current stimulation on functional connectivity and EEG dynamics 67; relationships between EEG,
neuronal firing and fMRI68; the influence of spike-timing-dependent plasticity and alpha
oscillations on resting-state EEG and functional connectivity 69; the effect of anaesthesia 70.
Translational studies investigated the effect of pathologies and structural alterations, e.g.,
dynamical consequences of lesions 71,72; the effect of disconnection on functional connectivity 73;
biomarkers of stroke recovery in adults 74 and children75; functional recovery after lesion by reestablishing excitation-inhibition balance 76.

Aims
The main goal of this dissertation was to better link brain structure and function using brain
network models. To this end, we first outlined a conceptual framework for linking simulated with
empirical time series dynamics and provided initial insights on the subject-specificity of the used
brain models. Then, we constructed a software pipeline that automatically generates structural
and functional connectomes for constructing brain network models from multimodal
neuroimaging data. We then used our previously developed tools to reverse-engineer
neurophysiological processes by fitting personalized brain network models to subject-specific
fMRI time series. Underlying the reconstructed fMRI time series dynamics, we observed
neurophysiological mechanisms that have the potential to explain a variety of commonly
observed phenomena on different spatial and temporal scales. A further goal was to link
structural and functional features of the whole-brain network to aging. Therefore, we compared
structural and functional connectomes that we extracted with our preprocessing pipeline from 50
subjects (aged 18 to 82 years) from which we previously acquired EEG-fMRI, high-resolution
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T1 and diffusion-weighted data. Furthermore, in order to estimate how different features of the
used brain network model lead to different simulation outcomes, we systematically quantified
the impact of brain parcellation size and intracortical connectivity in another study. Lastly, we
wanted to provide an educational framework that allows users to efficiently learn theory and
practice of brain network modeling, which we realized as a software module for The Virtual
Brain that we called TVB-EduPack.

Methods
This section provides a brief overview over the methods used for the studies presented in this
dissertation. For a detailed account, please refer to the Methods sections of the respective
publications.

Subjects and experimental design
All subjects were healthy and gave written informed consent according to the declaration of
Helsinki. Studies were approved by the local ethics committee in accordance with the
institutional guidelines at Charité Hospital Berlin.
Subjects were lying relaxed in a supine position in the bore of the MR scanner. Using a restingstate paradigm during simultaneous EEG-fMRI, there were no tasks or stimuli and subjects were
only instructed to remain awake, close their eyes and lie still during acquisition. Prior to EEGfMRI, T1-weighted MPRAGE and diffusion-weighted MRI sequences were acquired, which
were used to construct subject-specific brain network models.

Simultaneous EEG-fMRI
Simultaneous EEG-fMRI was recorded with 64-channel MR-compatible EEG caps and two 32channel amplifiers (BrainAmp, Brainproducts, Germany) in a 3 Tesla MR-Scanner (Siemens
Magnetom Trio, Germany) using a T2*-weighted BOLD sensitive gradient echo planar imaging
(EPI) sequence. The EEG-amplifier clock was synchronized to the MR-scanner clock to prevent
sampling shifts and to improve the accuracy of gradient artifact sampling. Scalp electrodes were
arranged according to the international 10–20 system with the reference electrode positioned at
FCz. In addition, electrooculogram and electrocardiogram activity were recorded. EEG data
points were sampled at 5 kHz at a resolution of 0.5 µV and analog filters with 10 s low cutoff
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and 250 Hz high cutoff. Impedances of electrodes were below 10 kΩ. Subjects’ heads were
immobilized with a vacuum cushion to minimize movement-related EEG artifacts.

Data Analysis
EEG data was analyzed using Matlab (The Mathworks, USA), the open source Matlab toolboxes
EEGLAB77 and Vision-Analyzer (Brain Products, Germany) software. EEG data was bandpass
filtered and source activity was estimated using the open source Matlab toolbox Brainstorm 78.
FMRI data was pre-processed and analyzed using the FMRIB Software Library v5.0 79. For
cortical surface extraction, T1-weighted scans were processed using the FreeSurfer software
package80. Diffusion-weighted MRI tractography was performed with Mrtrix 81.

Modeling
The modeling approach builds on biologically based brain network models that we link to
empirical data in source and signal space. We integrate subject-specific empirical data (electric
source activity and white-matter connectivity) with generic models of neural activity (neural
mass models) in order to increase the subject-specific predictive and explanatory power of
personalized brain models. To connect model activity (e.g., mean-field potentials, synaptic
activity, firing rates) with neuroimaging signals we use forward models of neurovascular
coupling for predicting fMRI and individual head and current dipole models for predicting EEG.
We also generate backward models for estimating the origin of a measured signal using sourceimaging approaches based on the inversion of forward models. We combine fMRI forward and
EEG inverse modeling to combine the strengths of both modalities while compensating for their
drawbacks. Specifically, we make use of the high spatial resolution and full-brain coverage of
BOLD by fitting whole-brain simulation results with fMRI activity to estimate global network
parameters like global coupling strength and transmission velocity. In the case of EEG, we make
use of its high temporal resolution to constrain parameters of local population models and to
inform their synaptic input currents with source imaging results. Brain network models were
simulated using highly optimized C code (https://github.com/BrainModes/The-Hybrid-VirtualBrain) based on the The Virtual Brain modeling core 54.
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Results
Study 1 (Schirner et al., 2015)
In this study, we created a software pipeline that automatically generates subject-specic
structural and functional connectomes, region-average BOLD time series, EEG source imaging
results, lead-eld matrices and atlas-based brain segmentations. Structural connectivity matrices
are extracted from diffusion MRI data and optionally constrained by tract tracing results.
Functional connectivity matrices are computed from fMRI data. EEG source imaging results are
obtained by using equivalent electric dipole models perpendicular to the cortical surface on the
basis of individual head and cortex models generated from structural MRI data.
The pipeline starts with the segmentation of cortical and subcortical structures in T1-weighted
MRI scans based on probabilistic anatomical brain atlases. Obtained parcellations are mapped to
diffusion and functional MRI data in order to create image volume masks for constraining
connectome extraction. During diffusion MRI tractography, masks are used to seed, terminate
and aggregate tracks according to the used brain parcellation. In fMRI volumes, masks are used
to compute region-average BOLD time series. In addition to probabilistic atlases, parcellations
that are dened for standard brain templates can be used for segmentation. In that case, personspecic MRI volumes are registered and warped to template structures and the obtained
registration rule is inverted to map the brain atlas to the individual brain volume. As we show in
the paper, non-linear registration (warping) is an error-prone procedure. Therefore, we included a
novel method to correct for anatomical mismatches, based on high-quality segmentations
obtained from probabilistic segmentations of subject-specic anatomy.
We show that the commonly used track count number is severely biased and therefore developed
two novel morphologically-informed metrics to quantify coupling strengths of brain regions that
takes individual anatomical features into account.
We made the source code of the pipeline available for download from an online repository
(github.com/BrainModes/TVB-empirical-data-pipeline) and for free direct usage on a
supercomputer via a convenient web interface (nsgportal.org).

Study 2 (Ritter et al., 2013)
Here, we analyze model simulation results and discuss strategies with regard to reverseengineering neurophysiological mechanisms underlying person-specific neuroimaging signals,
which we further develop and use in Study 3. We constructed personalized brain network models
13

using the structural connectomes of ten different subjects and fit open parameters of each model
such that the correlation between simulated and corresponding empirical functional connectivity
was maximized. We found that the activity of optimized models reproduced several features of
empirical recordings like low-frequency oscillations (< 0.1 Hz) in fMRI and characteristic peaks
in the alpha and delta band in EEG activity. To characterize the relationship between individual
structure and function, we simulated functional connectivity over a wide range of parameters and
found that it was better reproduced for the subject whose structural connectivity was used for
constructing the model than for the other subjects. We also analyzed simulated activity for
recurring activity patterns that we extracted from empirical EEG source activity and found
several different waveform patterns to be reproduced. We conclude the article by reviewing
several candidate algorithms for parameter estimation and approaches for the model-based fusion
of multimodal data.

Study 3 (Schirner et al., 2018)
Here, we extended subject-specific brain network models by injecting model regions of
personalized brain network models with each subject's individual EEG source activity, which
was used as an approximation of ongoing local excitatory postsynaptic currents. We found that
injection of EEG source activity enabled significantly better prediction of subject-specific wholebrain fMRI time courses than conventional noise-driven models, which only captured stationary
features like functional connectivity. We analyzed model activity underlying predicted fMRI and
found that the tuned parameters led to a dynamical regime in which several important findings
from electrophysiology and simultaneous EEG-fMRI were reproduced: (i) alpha-rhythm related
pulsed inhibition, (ii) ongoing excitation-inhibition balance, (iii) negative correlations between
resting-state fMRI oscillations and alpha-power fluctuations of injected EEG and (iv) scalefreeness of fMRI. Systematic analyses revealed neurophysiological processes that link these
seemingly different phenomena. We found that the inverse relationship between alpha phase and
firing was mediated by ongoing excitation-inhibition balance, which manifests as
overcompensating recurrent inhibition in response to excitatory input currents. Next, we
analyzed model dynamics underlying negative correlations between fMRI and alpha-power
fluctuations and found that they originate from an asymmetric response of inhibitory populations
to high amplitude alpha waves: while large negative deflections of the alpha wave led to a
silencing of inhibitory population activity, large positive deflections were amplified. This
14

mechanism led to a net increase of inhibitory population firing, which resulted in stronger
inhibition of excitatory population activity during states of high alpha power. Although the
identified mechanism indicates that fMRI resting-state oscillations originate from alpha-power
fluctuations, we found that the slope of the power spectral density of alpha power was
considerably flatter than that of fMRI. To investigate the cause for the amplification of lower
frequencies in model output compared to model input, we systematically manipulated different
model components and identified white-matter coupling as a crucial determinant for the
emergence of the empirically observed scale-free power-law exponent in fMRI: when long-range
coupling was deactivated, the slope of simulated fMRI was flat, similar to that of injected alpha
power. Further analysis of the associated mechanism showed that recurrent excitation via the
global network was higher during slower than during faster oscillations, as it had more time to
accumulate over time. Notably, parameter exploration revealed that scale-freeness and functional
connectivity emerged along a diagonal in 2d parameter space heat maps formed by global
excitation and local coupling, indicating the importance of excitation-inhibition balance for the
emergence of spatial and temporal long-range correlations.

Study 4 (Matzke, Schirner, et al., 2015)
We developed a graphical user interface (GUI) module for The Virtual Brain, dubbed TVBEduPack in order to enable new users to quickly become familiar with The Virtual Brain and to
provide them with background information on brain network modeling. EduPack contains
different types of educational content like interactive step-by-step tutorials that guide users
through basic TVB operation (e.g., performing simulations and analyzing the results) and
increasingly complex use-case scenarios (e.g., simulation of stroke or Alzheimer’s disease).
EduPack checks parameter settings as they are entered into TVB for validity, highlights items
that are relevant for the current use-case scenario or points out further options. Multimedia
content like interactive animations, video, audio, image and text sequences educate about
computational neuroscience topics in a didactical manner. EduPack also contains a tool for
parameter regime exploration with which users can quickly examine properties of simulated
activity (e.g., functional connectivity, power spectral densities) that results from different
parameter settings. Thereby, users can quickly identify meaningful parameter ranges and
therefore reduce the number of explorative simulations. Another function of EduPack is a batch
script editor that eases the transition from the GUI to the more powerful and flexible Python
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programming interface: simulations that have been set up and configured with the GUI can be
exported as scripts for batch processing, e.g., for a cohort of subjects.

Study 5 (Zimmermann et al., 2016)
Here, we analyzed structural and functional connectomes from 47 subjects in an age range of 18
to 82 years (acquired during Study 1) that were extracted with the pipeline introduced in Study 1.
First, we confirmed previous results showing that during aging structural and functional coupling
strengths decreased with age in most parts of the brain and that the correlation between structural
and functional connectomes increased, respectively decreased, for different sets of brain regions.
For a subset of brain regions, we found that the combination of structural and functional
connectomes predicted age while structural or functional connectomes alone did not. We also
studied graph-theoretical properties and associated them with aging. To this end, we partitioned
structural connectomes according to the modular structure found in corresponding functional
connectomes; a set of regions formed a module when they had high connectivity with regions
that were part of the set and low connectivity with regions that were not part of the set. We found
that regions had higher structural connectivity within their functional modules than with the rest
of the network. This structure-function coupling was also related to aging: while within-module
structural connectivity increased over age in hub regions (precuneus and posterior cingulate
cortex) it decreased in non-hub regions (lateral occipital cortex and lingual gyrus).

Study 6 (Proix et al., 2016)
Here, we analyzed the impact of structural connectivity features on simulated dynamics. Using
structural connectomes from ten different subjects, we examined the influence of parcellation
size, cutoff value (used to threshold connectomes) and the effect of intracortical connectivity on
model dynamics. In order to create parcellations for six different parcellation sizes, each region
of the Desikan-Killiany atlas was randomly subdivided into smaller regions. For each
parcellation size and subject, ten different random parcellations were generated. To estimate the
effect of parcellation size on the entropy of connectomes, we computed Shannon entropy for
each structural connectivity matrix and compared them with the entropy of random matrices that
were sampled from a 2d Gaussian distribution. For both, empirical and random matrices, we
found Shannon entropy to be increasing for increasing parcellation sizes and cutoff thresholds. In
contrast, for connectivity matrices that included intracortical connectivity, we found no
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significant effect of surface triangulation density, as intracortical connections were sparse
compared to long-range connectivity in this representation. Next, we investigated the effects of
parcellation features on model dynamics. For high and low scalings of long-range coupling
strengths, the model settled in a single attractor, while in between a multistable transition region
emerged. While the number of attractors remained stable, the range of the multistability region
changed for different parcellation sizes and for different scalings of intracortical coupling
strengths. Next, we were interested in the effects of parcellation on functional connectivity
dynamics and found that attractors were conserved spatially when changing parcellation size or
intracortical coupling strength. Most switching occurred for regions in the excited state. For
coupling strength values within the multistable transition region, dwell times of functional
connectivity patterns were shortest. Lastly, in order to explore the repertoire of spatio-temporal
patterns, we used a neural mass model that was tuned to show oscillatory gamma range activity.
We applied brief stimuli to individual regions and measured the effect in connected regions. In
this model, we also considered the effect of conduction delays, as they became relevant for faster
dynamics. Without conduction delays, only the first principal component of a principal
component analysis was sufficient to explain almost the entire variance. However, when
conduction delays were included, the explained variance of the second principal component
increased strongly, indicating that the repertoire of dynamical patterns had increased. The
situation was qualitatively identical when intracortical connectivity was activated, however, the
variance explained by the second principal component was lower than without intracortical
connectivity.

Discussion
A common goal underlying the presented papers is to make large-scale brain modeling more
useful by bringing models and empirical data closer together. To this end, we developed a
pipeline that generates structural connectomes from diffusion-weighted MRI data and functional
connectomes from fMRI data (Study 1). We devised strategies to link models with functional
data in source and in signal space (Study 2) that we used to improve the predictive power of
brain models and to infer neurophysiological mechanisms underlying neuroimaging signals
(Study 3). We also designed and implemented educational tools to efficiently communicate the
used brain modeling approach and its results (Study 4). Analyzing connectomes, we found a
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structure-function relationship that predicts aging better than structure or function alone ( Study
5). Lastly, we examined how the behavior of large-scale brain models changes in dependence of
the parcellation used for generating connectomes and the presence of intracortical connections
(Study 6).
The pipeline from Study 1 takes subject-specific anatomical features into account to arrive at
better estimates of structural connectomes. As others have previously shown, the estimation of
coupling strengths with diffusion MRI tractography is biased. It is important to note that fibre
tracts are smaller than the resolution of diffusion MRI and tracks obtained by tractography are
model-based estimations of actual physical tracts. Track counts, the commonly used metric for
coupling strengths, do neither reliably quantify the strength of a connection, nor the probability
of its existence. Rather, it can be shown that the shortest, simplest and straightest pathways have
systematically higher track counts 82–84. The situation is complicated by the fact that there is
currently no ground truth on how well tractography results correspond to biological reality as
there is no (practical) experimental way to obtain brain-wide structural connectivity
measurements82. Considering these limitations, we developed coupling strength metrics that are
constrained by the relative volumes of connected regions, as these constitute a natural upper
bound on the number of axons that can emanate from them. We compared the test-retest
reproducibility of our metrics to other approaches and found higher reproducibility of
connectomes extracted from different measurements of the same subject, while connectomes at
the same time showed stronger inter-individual differences. It is important to note that largescale connectomes are an abstraction from the underlying microstructure. In the context of
dynamical systems theory it can be understood as the coupling between differential equations
that simulate neural population dynamics. Within the context of large-scale modeling, an
interesting next step would be to falsify connectome-extraction approaches by systematically
comparing simulation outcomes for different approaches.
In Study 2 we discussed several strategies to integrate multimodal functional neuroimaging data
(specifically, simultaneous EEG-fMRI) with brain network models. Forward and backward
modeling of neural signals enables connecting brain network models and empirical data in
source as well as in signal space, which can be used to combine the advantages of different
modalities, while compensating for their respective drawbacks. Using the full-brain coverage and
high spatial resolution of fMRI, we estimated global network parameters. Using the high
temporal resolution of EEG, we tuned parameters of local population models. While it is
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common practice to fit model parameters using simulated functional connectomes 50,85, the
plausibility of underlying fMRI time courses was usually ignored. As functional connectomes
only represent statistical relationships between neural activity time series, plausible functional
connectomes can in principle emerge from implausible time series. By integrating information
about the temporal dynamics of electric source activity to guide parameter estimation, we tuned
populations such that their dynamics reproduced typical waveform patterns of empirical time
series, which increases the biological plausibility of brain network models.
In Study 3 we further developed the approach from Study 2 by using EEG source activity to
inform local population dynamics. EEG source activity served as an approximation of excitatory
synaptic input currents, which tend to be strongly correlated with the electric fields in their
vicinity86–88. This approach considerably increased the predictive performance of brain network
models, yielding high correlations between subject-specific simulated and empirical whole-brain
fMRI activity. Interestingly, model activity underlying predicted fMRI reproduced several
phenomena found in electrophysiology and EEG-fMRI recordings. Analyzing model dynamics,
we identified neurophysiological mechanisms that explain and link the observed phenomena. A
key point of consideration is that these model dynamics were not explicitly incorporated in the
model, but emerged from fitting the model with empirical fMRI data. The observed mechanistic
link between alpha oscillations and fMRI resting-state oscillations adds to accumulating
evidence that suggests that RSNs originate from neuronal activity 26,30,32,33,89–91, rather than
constituting a purely hemodynamic phenomenon that is only correlated with but not caused by
neural activity 47–49. Scale-free power-law relationships between power and frequency of
oscillations are ubiquitous in nature. Interestingly, spatial and temporal correlations co-emerged
in the model when white-matter excitation and recurrent local inhibition were balanced, which
led to a dynamical regime in which slower oscillations were stronger amplified than faster
oscillations, as recurrent excitation had more time to accumulate. This interweaving of spatial
and temporal scales by global/local and slow/fast processes might have implications for the
interpretation of other scale-free processes in nature.
Despite its predictive and generative powers, the model has the drawback that it is not an
autonomous brain model, but requires the injection of empirical EEG source activity.
Indisputable, brain network models constitute substantial simplifications of the underlying reality
that systematically ignore biochemical, genetic, physiological and environmental factors, which
limits their ability to provide a complete description of brain activity. However, as we lack
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sufficient empirical data to obtain and constrain biophysically realistic models, such
simplifications are made on purpose. While goodness of fit increases with increasing model
complexity, model generalizability, on the other hand, increases only up to a certain point and
then declines as complexity increases 92. As large-scale brain models have the purpose to describe
large-scale processes, their required complexity is bound by the complexity of the processes they
want to capture. Any additional complexity leads to overfitting, by capturing variation that is not
related to the modeled process 92. Input injection is therefore a parsimonious approach to
systematically probe generic neural systems that maintain biologically realistic behavior, while
keeping model complexity low.
With these results we exemplify how brain network models can be used for the systematic
generation of hypotheses on neurophysiological mechanisms, while remaining sensitive to
constraints provided by empirical evidence. The shown integration of several disparate findings
into a single brain model may be a step towards a comprehensive in silico theory of brain
function. Yet, the identified mechanisms should be considered candidate hypotheses that require
falsification by empirical methods.
In Study 4 we introduced TVB-EduPack, a software module that we developed as an extension of
the The Virtual Brain graphical user interface. Brain connectomics and network modelling has
attracted increasing attention during the last years. To give new users a quick introduction into
the theoretical background and the handling of The Virtual Brain we created TVB-EduPack,
which contains interactive introductions to brain network modeling, introduces and eases the
usage of TVB and lets the user explore parameter spaces with a visual tool that associates neural
dynamics with parameter settings. EduPack’s architecture was designed to be lightweight,
generic and extensible. Therefore, the interface for communication with the TVB platform is via
HTML, TVB’s topmost layer, while content is defined by XML structures that allow generic
authoring of new EduPack features. We tested EduPack with six university students that had no
prior experience with TVB and found them all able to use basic TVB functionalities (importing
data, setting up of simulations) after on average 35 minutes of using EduPack. TVB-EduPack is
in ongoing development and new features are continuously added.
In Study 5 we analyzed 47 structural and functional connectomes that were generated with the
pipeline from Study 1 for features related to aging. We found that age-related changes manifest at
a region level as well as on a network level and that taking the information from both functional
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and structural connectomes into account predicts age better than either alone. The identified
relationships have the potential to act as a marker of altered brain function related to aging and
might lead to novel treatments for disorders that often accompany aging, like cognitive
impairments or dementia. While we here used only a single (anatomically guided) brain
parcellation for constructing connectomes, future studies need to clarify the impact of the
specific features of the used parcellation (e.g., number of regions) and the used brain atlas (e.g.,
based on anatomical features, based on functional features). Model simulations may help to
identify the dynamical consequences of the structural changes that were found in this study,
which might lead to important insights on the impact of brain structure on cognitive disorders.
In Study 6 we studied the effect of parcellation size on the dynamics of large-scale brain network
models. Additionally, we compared them with surface simulation results, in order to better
understand the influence of intracortical connectivity. Surface simulation models use a large
number of population models (located on the vertices of a cortical surface triangulation) that are
—in addition to white-matter large-scale coupling—coupled by intracortical connectivity.
Interestingly, slow model dynamics were primarily shaped by coarse parcellation levels and
remained qualitatively unaffected even when intracortical connections were simulated. When
intracortical connections or conduction delays were absent in the model, most of the variance of
simulated dynamics could be explained by a single principal component. Conversely, the
importance of the second principal component increased when conduction delays or intracortical
connectivity was present.
These results can be used to inform the choice of brain parcellation and model type in
dependence of the intended applications. For slow dynamics, like resting-state network
fluctuations, time delays and intracortical connections can be neglected to save computational
cost. Computation time for surface simulations was one to two orders of magnitude larger than
for plain region-based simulations. When interpreting these results, it is important to consider
that results obtained for different parcellation templates might not be directly comparable 93,94.
Although several different parcellation sizes were tested, the atlas that was used as basis for
generating anatomical parcellations, namely the Desikan-Killiany atlas, remained identical. This
atlas is guided by anatomical features (gyral-based regions of interest) and is therefore
influenced by specific assumptions regarding brain-network topology. Atlas construction can be
guided by different principles, e.g. taking into account different functional or structural features,
that may influence corresponding simulated dynamics. Thorough testing of the influence of
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acquisition and processing parameters related to atlas construction is required to better interpret
the generality of these findings. Likewise, it is unclear to which extend the choice of local
population models affects these results, as for example the degree of nonlinearity has
considerable effects on the resulting dynamics 63.
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are incompletely understood. Here, we developed a connectome-based brain network model that
integrates individual structural and functional data with neural population dynamics to support
multi-scale neurophysiological inference. Simulated populations were linked by structural
connectivity and, as a novelty, driven by electroencephalography (EEG) source activity. Simulations
not only predicted subjects’ individual resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
time series and spatial network topologies over 20 minutes of activity, but more importantly, they
also revealed precise neurophysiological mechanisms that underlie and link six empirical
observations from different scales and modalities: (1) resting-state fMRI oscillations, (2) functional
connectivity networks, (3) excitation-inhibition balance, (4, 5) inverse relationships between arhythms, spike-firing and fMRI on short and long time scales, and (6) fMRI power-law scaling. These
findings underscore the potential of this new modelling framework for general inference and
integration of neurophysiological knowledge to complement empirical studies.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.001

Introduction
Empirical approaches to characterizing the mechanisms that govern brain dynamics often rely on the
simultaneous use of different acquisition modalities. These data can be merged using statistical
models, but the inferences are constrained by information contained in the different signals, rendering a mechanistic understanding of neurophysiological processes elusive. Brain simulation is a complementary technique that enables inference on model parameters that reflect mechanisms that
underlie emergent behavior, but that are hidden from direct observation (Breakspear, 2017).
Brain network models are dynamical systems of coupled neural mass models for simulating largescale brain activity; coupling is often mediated by estimations of the strengths of anatomical
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eLife digest Neuroscientists can use various techniques to measure activity within the brain
without opening up the skull. One of the most common is electroencephalography, or EEG for
short. A net of electrodes is attached to the scalp and reveals the patterns of electrical activity
occurring in brain tissue. But while EEG is good at revealing electrical activity across the surface of
the scalp, it is less effective at linking the observed activity to specific locations in the brain.
Another widely used technique is functional magnetic resonance imaging, or fMRI. A patient, or
healthy volunteer, lies inside a scanner containing a large magnet. The scanner tracks changes in the
level of oxygen at different regions of the brain to provide a measure of how the activity of these
regions changes over time. In contrast to EEG, fMRI is good at pinpointing the location of brain
activity, but it is an indirect measure of brain activity as it depends on blood flow and several other
factors. In terms of understanding how the brain works, EEG and fMRI thus provide different pieces
of the puzzle. But there is no easy way to fit these pieces together.
Other areas of science have used computer models to merge different sources of data to obtain
new insights into complex processes. Schirner et al. now adopt this approach to reveal the workings
of the brain that underly signals like EEG and fMRI.
After recording structural MRI data from healthy volunteers, Schirner et al. built a computer
model of each person’s brain. They then ran simulations with each individual model stimulating it
with the person’s EEG to predict the fMRI activity of the same individual. Comparing these
predictions with real fMRI data collected at the same time as the EEG confirmed that the predictions
were accurate. Importantly, the brain models also displayed many features of neural activity that
previously could only be measured by implanting electrodes into the brain.
This new approach provides a way of combining experimental data with theories about how the
nervous system works. The resulting models can help generate and test ideas about the mechanisms
underlying brain activity. Building models of different brains based on data from individual people
could also help reveal the biological basis of differences between individuals. This could in turn
provide insights into why some individuals are more vulnerable to certain brain diseases and open
up new ways to treat these diseases.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.002

connections based on diffusion-weighted MRI data (so-called structural connectivity or ‘connectomes’). Here, we develop a novel type of brain network model, dubbed ‘hybrid model’, where each
subject’s EEG data is used to drive neural mass dynamics (Figure 1). In brief, we were able to use
the resulting hybrid models to reproduce ongoing subject-specific fMRI time series over a period of
20 min and a variety of other empirical phenomena (Figure 2). In contrast to previous brain network
models that used noise as input, hybrid models are driven by EEG source activity (i.e. EEG sensor
activity mapped onto cortical locations) and therefore simultaneously incorporate structural and
functional information from individual subjects (Figure 1). The injected EEG source activity serves as
approximation of excitatory synaptic input currents (EPSCs), which helps to increase the biological
plausibility of generated model activity (Buzsáki et al., 2012; Haider et al., 2016; Isaacson and
Scanziani, 2011; Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006). Individualized hybrid models yield predictions of
ongoing empirical subject-specific resting-state fMRI time series (Figure 3). Additionally, several
empirical phenomena from different modalities and temporal scales are reproduced: spatial topologies of fMRI functional connectivity networks (Figure 4), excitation-inhibition (E/I) balance of synaptic
input currents, the inverse relationship between a-rhythm phase and spike-firing on short time scales
(Figure 5), and the inverse relationship between a-band power oscillations and spike-firing, respectively fMRI oscillations, on long time scales (Figure 6), and fMRI power-law scaling (Figure 7). More
importantly, our subsequent analysis of intrinsic model activity reveals neurophysiological processes
that could explain how brain networks produce the aforementioned signal patterns (Figures 5–
7). That is, simulation results not only predict ongoing subject-specific resting-state fMRI time series
and several empirical phenomena observed with invasive electrophysiology methods, but more
importantly, they also show how the network interaction of neural populations leads to the
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Figure 1. Hybrid modeling framework. Hybrid brain network models are constructed from diffusion-weighted MRI
tractography and region parcellations obtained from anatomical MRI. The nodes of the hybrid models are injected
with subject-specific EEG source activity time series instead of noise. Predicted fMRI time series are fit to each
subject’s empirical fMRI time series, which were simultaneously acquired with EEG. At each node (small red circles)
of the long-range network (green lines) are local networks of excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) neural population
models that are driven by EEG source activity (red arrows). Nodes are globally coupled by structural connectomes
(green arrows) that represent the heterogeneous white matter coupling strengths between different brain areas.
Synaptic input currents (Equations 1 and 2), firing rates (Equations 3 and 4) and synaptic activity (Equations 5
and 6) underlying fMRI predictions are analysed to identify how neural population activity and network
interactions relate to observable neuroimaging signals. See also Video 1 for a visualization of brain network model
construction and exemplary results from hybrid model simulations.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.003

emergence of these phenomena and how they are connected across multiple temporal scales in a
time scale hierarchy.
Resting-state fMRI studies identified so-called ‘resting-state networks’ (RSNs), which are widespread networks of coherent activity that spontaneously emerge across a variety of species in the
absence of an explicit task (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox and Raichle, 2007; Raichle et al., 2001).
Despite correlations between fMRI and intracortical recordings (He et al., 2008; Logothetis et al.,
2001), EEG (Becker et al., 2011; Goldman et al., 2002; Mantini et al., 2007; Moosmann et al.,
2003; Ritter et al., 2009) and magnetoencephalography (Brookes et al., 2011; de Pasquale et al.,
2010) the link between RSNs and electrical neural activity is not fully understood. A prominent feature of electrical neural activity are oscillations in the a-band, which is rhythmic activity in the 8 to 12
Hz frequency range first discovered by Hans Berger (Berger, 1929). A growing body of research
indicates that changes in information processing, attention, perceptual awareness, and cognitive
performance are accompanied by rhythmic modulation of a-power and phase (Busch et al., 2009;
Klimesch, 1999; Mathewson et al., 2009). The observed inverse relationship between a-band activity and neural firing is central to hypotheses on its functional significance termed ‘gating by inhibition’ and ‘pulsed inhibition’ (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Klimesch et al., 2007). Interestingly,
intracellular recordings showed that inhibitory events are inseparable from excitatory events, resulting in an ongoing excitation-inhibition balance (E/I balance) (Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011;
Okun and Lampl, 2008). The significance of the a-rhythm is underscored by strong negative correlations between ongoing a-band power fluctuation and resting-state fMRI amplitude fluctuation
(de Munck et al., 2008; Feige et al., 2005; Goldman et al., 2002; Moosmann et al., 2003). Lastly,
despite wide-spread interest in critical dynamics (Bak, 2013), the key determinants of emergent
power-law scaling, a signal pattern that is ubiquitous in nature and commonly observed in neural
activity, are unclear (Beggs and Timme, 2012; Marković and Gros, 2014).
To illustrate the potential of this framework for inference of neurophysiological processes, we
show inferred mechanisms for three different empirical phenomena and how they relate to other
well-established neural signal patterns (Figure 2). Upon finding that the hybrid model predicts fMRI
activity, we first sought to identify how injected EEG drove the prediction of subject-specific fMRI
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Figure 2. Overview of six empirical phenomena on different temporal scales reproduced by the hybrid model. (a) Neuron firing is inversely related to
the phase of a-waves: during peaks of a-waves, neurons fire the least, while they fire maximally during troughs (adapted from Haegens et al., 2011).
(b) Our simulations indicate that the inverse relationship between firing and a-phase is related to the ongoing balancing of neural excitation and
inhibition (adapted from Atallah and Scanziani, 2009). Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.). (c) On a longer time scale (<0.25 Hz), oscillations of
firing rates are inversely related to a-band power fluctuations (adapted from Haegens et al., 2011). (d) Model simulations suggest a mechanism that
transforms a-band power oscillations into fMRI oscillations, predicting subject-specific resting-state fMRI time series, corresponding spatial network
patterns and the inverse correlation between a-power and fMRI (adapted from de Munck et al., 2008. Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.). (e)
Emergence of scale-free fMRI power spectra (adapted from He, 2011) resulted from long-range network input. (f) Individual functional connectivity
matrices were predicted over long and short time windows (adapted from Allen et al., 2014).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.004

time series. Analysis led us to a mechanism that transformed a-power fluctuations of injected EEG
source activity into fMRI oscillations. The identified mechanism may explain the empirically observed
correlation between EEG and fMRI on the longer time scale of slow fMRI oscillations. Consequently,
we asked how the inhibitory effect of increased a-band power was created on the faster time scale
of a-phase fluctuations. Analysis led us to the identification of an inhibitory effect resulting from the
interaction of postsynaptic current oscillations and local population circuitry. Interestingly, parameter
space exploration showed that prediction quality decreased when long-range coupling was deactivated (i.e. when the nodes of the long-range network were isolated from each other). Therefore, we
interrogated the model for the influence of structural coupling on the emergence of fMRI oscillations
and found that global coupling amplified brain oscillations in a frequency-dependent manner, amplifying slower oscillations more than faster oscillations, which facilitated the emergence of power-law
scaling. Starting with fast time scale effects, our first model outcome accounts for the invasively
observed inverse relationship between spike-firing and a-rhythm phase by identifying a mechanism
that relates this phenomenon to ongoing E/I balance. The second model outcome posits a neural
origin of fMRI RSN oscillations by identifying an explicit mechanism that transforms ongoing apower fluctuations into slow fMRI oscillations, which also explains the empirically observed anti-correlations between a-power and fMRI time series. Our third model outcome indicates that scale
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Figure 3. Person-specific fMRI time series prediction. (a) Example time series of the hybrid model and the three control scenarios from one subject. (b)
Box plots of average correlation coefficients between all simulated and empirical region time series (20.7 min) for each subject (n = 15; a-regressor
values were inverted for illustration purposes). (c) Scatter plot of RSN time course standard deviation (s.d.) versus prediction quality. Dots depict data
from the nine RSN time courses for each subject. (d) Comparison of prediction quality during upper versus lower quartile of epoch-wise RSN time
course s.d.s. Upper row: spatial activation patterns of nine RSNs. Middle row: correlation coefficients between RSN temporal modes and hybrid model
simulation results and the three control scenarios. Lower row: sliding window (length: 100 fMRI scans = 194 s; step width: one fMRI scan) correlations for
the upper (first and third boxplot per panel) and lower quartiles (second and fourth boxplot per panel) of window-wise RSN temporal mode for the
hybrid model and the a-regressor. Asterisks indicate significantly increased prediction quality of the hybrid model compared to control scenarios in
one-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test (*p<0.05, **p<0.01). Additionally, all hybrid model correlations in (b) and (d) were tested for the null hypothesis that
they come from a distribution whose median is zero at the 5% significance level. All tests rejected the null hypothesis of zero medians except for RSN
correlations over 20 min for the executive control and the frontoparietal networks (middle row).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.005
The following figure supplement is available for figure 3:
Figure supplement 1. Parameter space exploration results.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.006

invariance of fMRI power spectra results from self-reinforcing feedback excitation via long-range
structural connectivity, which leads to frequency-dependent amplification of neural oscillations.
In summary, our biophysically grounded brain model has the potential to test mechanistic hypotheses about emergent phenomena such as scale-free dynamics, the crucial role of excitation-inhibition
balance and the haemodynamic correlates of a-activity. However, there is another perspective on
this form of hybrid modeling. Because it uses empirical EEG data to generate predictions of fMRI
responses, it can be regarded as a form of multimodal fusion under a generative model that is both
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Figure 4. Functional connectivity prediction. (a, b) Box plots show correlation coefficients obtained from correlating all subdiagonal entries of empirical
and simulated FC matrices. FC was computed for long epochs (static FC; computed over 20.7 min) and short epochs (dynamic FC; average sliding
window correlation; 100 fMRI scans window length; one fMRI scan step width). Results were compared for (a) the parameter set that generated the best
fMRI time series prediction and (b) the parameter set that yielded the best FC predictions for each subject. (c) Scatter plots compare empirical and
simulated average FC for hybrid model simulations and the a-regressor. Dots depict all pair-wise region time series correlations averaged over all
subjects. Asterisks in (a) and (b) indicate significantly increased prediction quality of the hybrid model compared to control conditions in one-tailed
Wilcoxon rank sum test (*p<0.05, **p<0.01).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.007

physiologically and anatomically grounded. In addition, because we use connectivity constraints
based on tractography, it also serves to fuse structural with functional data.

Results
Hybrid models predict subject-specific fMRI time series
The used brain network models are dynamical systems where individual brain areas are simulated by
coupled neural mass models. Long-range coupling was weighted by heterogeneous strength estimates obtained from white-matter tractography, a method that estimates neural tracts from diffusion-weighted MRI data. The used neural mass models approximate the average ensemble
behaviour of networks of spiking neuron models and were derived in a previous study (Deco et al.,
2013) using a dynamic mean-field technique (Deco et al., 2008; Wong and Wang, 2006). In

Figure 5. E/I balance generates the inverse relationship between a-phase and firing. (a) Histogram of population firing rates divided into six bins
according to a-cycle segments and normalized relative to the mean firing rate of each cycle. Population firing rates were highest during the trough and
lowest during the peak of a-cycles. (b) Grand average waveforms of population inputs and outputs time locked to a-cycles of injected EEG source
activity (black, column II). Left and right axes denote input currents to excitatory and inhibitory populations, respectively. Please refer to the main text
for a description of the mechanism that explains the inverse relationship between a-cycles and firing rates.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.008
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Figure 6. a-power fluctuations generate fMRI oscillations. Grand average waveforms of population inputs and outputs on longer time scales. (a) Hybrid
models were injected with artificial a-activity consisting of 10 Hz sine oscillations that contained a single brief high-power burst (black, column I; orange:
signal envelope). While positive deflections of the a-wave generated positive deflections of inhibitory population firing rates, large negative deflections
were bounded by the physiological constraint of 0 Hz (blue, fifth column; black: moving average). (b) Hybrid models were injected models with 10 Hz
sine waves where ongoing power was modulated similar to empirical a-rhythms (0.01–0.03 Hz). Similarly to (a), but for a longer time frame, inhibitory
populations rectified negative deflections, which introduced the a-power modulation as a new frequency component into firing rates and fMRI time
series.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.009
The following figure supplement is available for figure 6:
Figure supplement 1. a-power predicts firing rate.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.010

contrast to previous brain network models that used noise as input, the neural mass models of our
‘hybrid’ model are driven by EEG source activity that was simultaneously acquired with fMRI (Figure 1). Simulation results predicted a considerable part of the variance of ongoing subject-specific
resting-state fMRI time series (Figure 3) and spatial network topologies, that is, fMRI functional connectivity (Figure 4; functional connectivity is here defined as the pair-wise correlation matrix
between region time series). Furthermore, fitted models reproduced a variety of empirical phenomena observed with EEG and invasive electrophysiology (Figure 2) and, more importantly, simulation
results revealed mechanistic explanations for the emergence of these phenomena (Figures 5, 6 and
7).
We constructed individual hybrid brain network models for 15 human adult subjects using each
subject’s own structural connectomes and injected each with their own region-wise EEG source
activity time courses that were acquired simultaneously with the fMRI data subsequently predicted.
Using exhaustive searches, we tuned three global parameters for each of the 15 individual hybrid
brain network models to produce the highest fit between each of the subject’s empirical region-
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Figure 7. Long-range coupling controls fMRI power-law scaling. (a) Power spectral densities of simulated and empirical fMRI and empirical a-band
activity (straight-line fits of power spectra are for illustration purposes only; scale-invariance was determined in the time domain using rigorous model
selection criteria, see Materials and methods). (b) As in Figure 6b, but with disabled long-range coupling. In contrast to Figure 6b, the amplitudes of
firing rates, synaptic gating and fMRI are equally large, while in Figure 6b amplitudes were larger during slower a-band power modulations.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.011
The following figure supplements are available for figure 7:
Figure supplement 1. As in Figure 7a, but simulations were performed with the simplified hybrid model, that is, the models used no feedback
inhibition control (FIC) and a single value for all local inhibitory connections Ji was used.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.012
Figure supplement 2. Fine-grained parameter space exploration of the simplified hybrid model for an exemplary subject.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.013

average fMRI time series and corresponding simulated time series (Figure 3—figure supplement 1).
Our motivation for choosing that parameter set that produced the highest correlation between simulated and empirical fMRI time series is based on our goal to infer the underlying (but unobservable)
dynamics and parameters of the real system. This idea is based on the assumption that when the
model optimally fits observable brain activity, then also the underlying unobservable brain activity is
faithfully reproduced. The first parameter scales the global strength of long-range coupling between
regions. The second and third parameters scale the strengths of EEG source activity inputs injected
into excitatory and inhibitory populations, respectively. To better assess the quality of fMRI predictions, we compared hybrid model results with three control scenarios: (i) the original noise-driven
brain network model, (ii) a variant of the hybrid model where the time steps of the injected EEG
source activity time series were randomly permuted and (iii) a statistical model where the ongoing aband power fluctuation of injected EEG source activity was convoluted with the canonical hemodynamic response function (henceforth called a-regressor). The first two controls are brain network
models and the third is inspired by traditional analyses of empirical EEG-fMRI data. The controls
serve to exclude that the obtained correlations between simulated and empirical fMRI is a trivial outcome that would also be produced by the original noise-driven model or with random input time
series.
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Visual inspection of example time series
showed good reproduction of characteristic slow
(<0.1 Hz) RSN oscillations by the hybrid model
and the a-regressor (albeit inverted for the latter), but poor reproduction of temporal dynamics
in the case of noise and random permutations
models (Figure 3). We compared the average
correlation coefficients between all simulated and
empirical fMRI time series between all four scenarios (i.e. hybrid model and the three control
setups). Predictions from the hybrid model correlated significantly better with empirical fMRI time
series than predictions from the two random
models and the a-regressor (Figure 3b). For the
Video 1. Reverse-engineering neural information
hybrid model, five-fold cross-validation showed
processing. The video shows how computational brain
no significant difference of prediction quality
network models are constructed from individual
between training and validation data sets (twoneuroimaging data, how these models can be used to
tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test, p=0.71, t = 0.54,
simulate different types of neural activity of individual
Cliff’s delta d = 0.0044) and between validation
subjects on multiple temporal scales and how model
data sets and prediction quality for the full time
activity can be used to derive mechanisms of brain
function.
series (two-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test,
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.28927.014
p=0.42, t = !0.2, Cliff’s delta d = !0.067).
To estimate the ability of the four scenarios to
predict the time courses of different commonly
observed RSNs we performed a group-level spatial independent component analysis (ICA) of the
empirical fMRI data. Next, we computed average correlation coefficients between each subject-specific RSN time course and the model regions at the position of the respective RSN. As in the case of
region-wise fMRI (Figure 3b), correlation coefficients of the hybrid model were significantly larger
than the control network models for most RSNs (Figure 3d). The sliding-window analyses showed
that prediction quality varied over time, regions and subjects: window-wise prediction quality was
highly correlated with the standard deviation of RSN temporal modes (Figure 3c,d). That is, the
higher the variance contributed to overall fMRI activity by an RSN in a given subject and time window, the better the prediction of empirical fMRI, which might reflect increased synchrony of electrical activity (see Discussion). As a consequence, epochs in the upper quartile of RSN s.d.s were
significantly better predicted than epochs in the lower quartile (Figure 3d). In order to assess the
subject-specificity of fMRI time series predictions, we correlated all simulation results (i.e. for every
subject and every tested parameter combination) also with the empirical fMRI activity of all other
subjects. We found that the maximum correlation coefficients over all tested parameters were significantly larger when empirical and simulated data sets belonged to the same subject compared to
when they came from different subjects (p<<0.01, Wilcoxon rank sum test).
Next, we compared the ability of all four setups to predict the spatial topology of empirical fMRI
networks. In contrast to time series prediction, the a-regressor showed low correlations with empirical functional connectivity (FC). Compared to the a-regressor, all three model-based approaches
provided significantly better predictions of subjects’ individual long-epoch FC and short-epoch FC
(Figure 4). Furthermore, hybrid model simulation results correlated significantly better with empirical
network topology than predictions obtained from the noise-driven model (Figure 4a,b). Interestingly, correlations for hybrid and random permutation models were effectively the same, likely
because the long-range network dynamics, which drive the emergence of FC by structural coupling,
would be relatively preserved when permuting injected activity. Prediction of group-average FC (all
pairwise FC values averaged over all subjects) was better for the hybrid model compared to the aregressor (Figure 4c).
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E/I balance generates the inverse relationship between a-phase and
firing
After fitting the individual hybrid models for each of the 15 subjects, we analyzed the local population activity to infer neurodynamic mechanisms underlying predicted fMRI time series. We found
that on the fast time scale of individual a-cycles (~100 ms) the optimized hybrid model reproduced
the inverse relationship between a-phase and firing rates observed in invasive recordings
(Haegens et al., 2011) (Figure 5a). To investigate these fast-acting dynamics related to a-phase, we
computed grand average waveforms of modeled synaptic inputs, population firing rates, and synaptic gating time-locked to the zero-crossings of a-cycles. Resulting waveforms illustrate how the
ongoing balancing of excitatory and inhibitory inputs generated the inverse relation between a-oscillations and neural firing (Figure 5b).
In hybrid models, individual subject’s (Figure 5, column I) source activity (column II) is used as an
approximation of EPSCs (column III). As a result of optimizing the three model parameters, EPSCs
dominated the sum of synaptic input current to inhibitory populations (column IV). Consequently,
inhibitory populations’ (column V) firing rates (column VI) and synaptic gating (column VII) closely followed the shape of EPSCs. Because of the monotonic relationship between input currents and output firing rates (defined by Equation 3 and 4), the waveform of inhibitory firing rates and synaptic
gating also closely followed injected EPSCs. As increased input to inhibitory populations leads to
increased inhibitory effect and vice versa, resulting feedback inhibition waveforms (IPSC, column III)
were inverted to EPSCs. Furthermore, the amplitude fluctuation of EPSCs and IPSCs was proportional. That is, stronger EPSCs preceded and helped to generate stronger IPSCs. In other words,
excitation and inhibition were balanced during each cycle, which is in accordance with published
electrophysiology results (Haider et al., 2016; Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Okun and Lampl,
2008; Xue et al., 2014). Consequently, IPSCs peaked during the trough of the a-phase and were
lowest during the peak of the a-phase. Fitting the models to fMRI activity resulted in a biologically
plausible ratio of EPSCs to IPSCs (Xue et al., 2014), with IPSC amplitudes being about three times
larger than EPSC amplitudes (compare left axes of EPSC and IPSC plots). Because IPSCs have dominated excitatory population inputs, excitatory populations’ firing rates showed a similar shape as
IPSCs, that is, they peaked during the trough of the a-cycle and fell to their minimum during the
peak of the a-cycle, thereby reproducing the empirical relationship between a-cycle and firing rate
(Haegens et al., 2011). Columns IV, VI and VII refer to Equations 1, 3 and 5 (excitatory population)
and 2, 4 and 6 (inhibitory population), respectively.
In summary, the fast population activity underlying fMRI predictions showed a rhythmic modulation of firing rates on the fast time scale of individual a-cycles in accordance with empirical observations (Haegens et al., 2011). Analyses revealed that periodically alternating states of excitation and
inhibition resulted from the ongoing balancing of EPSCs by feedback IPSCs, which explains a-phaserelated neural firing.

a-power fluctuations generate fMRI oscillations
Similar to intracranial recordings in monkey (Haegens et al., 2011), we found that increased apower of injected EEG source activity was accompanied by decreased firing rates (Figure 6—figure
supplement 1). Furthermore, we also observed the empirically observed inverse relationship
between a-power and fMRI amplitude (Goldman et al., 2002; Moosmann et al., 2003) in our empirical data in the form of negative correlations between the a-regressor and fMRI activity (Figure 3).
Our findings raised the question what physiological mechanism led to this inverse relationship
between a-power and firing rate, respectively, fMRI amplitude. We therefore analyzed model activity
on the longer time scale of a-power fluctuations. To isolate the effects of a-waves from other EEG
rhythms, we replaced the injected EEG-source activity in the 15 individual hybrid models with artificial a-activity (Figure 6a, column I) and simulated all 15 hybrid models using the single parameter
set that previously generated the highest average fMRI time series prediction quality (Figure 3—figure supplement 1). Injected activity consisted of a 10 Hz sine wave that contained a single brief
high-power burst in its center in order to allow for model activity to stabilize for sufficiently long
phases before and after the high-power burst. After simulation, we computed grand average waveforms of model state variables over all simulated region time series and found that input currents, firing rates, synaptic activity and fMRI activity of excitatory populations decreased in response to the
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a-burst (Figure 6a). Notably, this behavior emerged despite the fact that injected activity (column I)
was centered at zero, that is, positive and negative deflections of input currents were balanced. The
reason for the observed asymmetric response to increasing input a-power levels originated from
inhibitory population dynamics: while positive deflections of a-cycles generated large peaks in ongoing firing rates of inhibitory populations, negative deflections were bounded by 0 Hz (column V).
Because of this rectification of high-amplitude negative half-cycles, average per-cycle firing rates of
inhibitory populations increased with increasing a-power. As a result, also feedback inhibition (IPSC,
column II) had increased for increasing a-power, which in turn led to increased inhibition of excitatory populations, decreased average firing rates, synaptic gating variables (column VI) and ultimately fMRI amplitudes (column VII).
We next analyzed the relationship between a-power fluctuations and fMRI oscillations. We generated artificial a-activity consisting of a 10 Hz sine wave that was amplitude modulated by slow oscillations (cycle frequencies between 0.01 and 0.03 Hz) and injected it into the hybrid models of all
subjects (Figure 6b, column I). As in the previous example, inhibitory populations filtered negative
a-deflections during epochs of increased power (column V). This half-wave rectification led to a modulation of average per-cycle firing rates in proportion to a-power. Consequently, the power modulation of the injected a-oscillation was introduced as a new slow frequency component into the
resulting time series. The activity of inhibitory populations can be compared to envelope detection
used in radio communication for AM signal demodulation. The new frequency component introduced by half-wave rectification of a-activity modulated feedback inhibition (IPSC, column II), which
in turn modulated excitatory population firing rates (column V). Furthermore, the resulting oscillation
of firing rates was propagated to synaptic dynamics (column VI) where the large time constant of
NMDAergic synaptic gating (tNMDANMDA100 ms vs. tGABAGABA10 ms) led to an attenuation of
higher frequencies. The low-pass filtering property of the hemodynamic response additionally attenuated higher frequencies such that in fMRI signals (column VII) only the slow frequency components
remained, based on the assumption that neurovascular coupling was mediated exclusively by excitatory synaptic activity. To restate: a-power fluctuation introduced an inverted slow modulation of firing rates and synaptic activity; the low-pass filtering properties of synaptic gating and hemodynamic
responses attenuated higher frequencies such that only the slow oscillation remained in fMRI signals.
To check whether this mechanism is robust to the choice of the frequency of the injected a-rhythm
(10 Hz) we simulated otherwise identical models for artificial a-waves at 9 Hz and 11 Hz frequencies
and found qualitatively identical results: simulated fMRI and moving average firing rate time series
of the 9 Hz and the 11 Hz model had correlation coefficients r > 0.99 with the respective time series
of the 10 Hz model.
In summary, we found that increased a-power led to increased feedback inhibition of excitatory
populations introducing a slow modulation of population firing, which can explain the empirically
observed anticorrelation between a-power and fMRI.

Long-range coupling controls fMRI power-law scaling
Empirical fMRI power spectra follow a power-law distribution P / f b, where P is power, f is frequency and b the power-law exponent. In accordance with systematic analyses of empirical data
(He, 2011), average power spectra of our empirical fMRI data obeyed power-law distributions with
exponent bemp = !0.82 (Figure 7a and Figure 7—figure supplement 1). We tested for the existence of power-law scaling in the time domain by using rigorous model selection criteria that overcome the limitations of simple straight-line fits to power spectra (see Materials and methods; for
illustration purposes straight-line fits are shown in Figure 7a and Figure 7—figure supplement 1).
Our previous results associated resting-state fMRI oscillations with electrical neural activity by
identifying a neural mechanism that transforms a-band power fluctuations into fMRI oscillations (Figure 6). This mechanism suggests that EEG a-band power fluctuations are transformed into fMRI
amplitude fluctuations. Therefore, it is surprising that the power spectra of wide-band and a-band
EEG have considerably smaller negative exponents than empirical fMRI (ba-band = !0.53 for a-power
and bwide-band = !0.47 for wide-band power). However, in agreement with empirical fMRI, our simulated fMRI had a larger negative exponent (bsim = !0.73) than the a-band power of the injected
EEG source activity (ba-band = !0.53). This result implies that the power-law slope increased during
the process that transformed electrical band-power fluctuations into fMRI amplitude fluctuations.
Indeed, comparison of power spectra indicated that simulated fMRI had a higher negative exponent
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than EEG source-activity, because the power of slower oscillations increased relative to the power of
faster oscillations (Figure 7a and Figure 7—figure supplement 1). That is, model dynamics transformed synaptic input activity such that the amplitude of output oscillations increased inversely proportional to their frequency. Interestingly, when long-range coupling was deactivated in simulations
that used EEG source activity as input, the power-law exponent of simulated fMRI
(bsim_Gzero = !0.54) was close to the exponent of the a-band power time course of the injected EEG
source activity (ba-band = !0.53). The effect was also visible when comparing our previous model simulations that used artificial a-activity (Figure 6b), with simulations where long-range coupling was
deactivated (Figure 7b). When long-range coupling was deactivated, the amplitudes of fMRI oscillations were equally large for all oscillation frequencies (Figure 7b, column VII). In contrast, when
long-range coupling was activated, with everything else being identical, the amplitudes of slower
fMRI oscillations were larger than the amplitudes of faster oscillations (Figure 6b, column VII),
although the amplitudes of the injected artificial a-band power oscillations were equally large for all
oscillations (Figures 6b and 7b, column I). When long-range coupling was present, the amplitudes
of slow oscillations increased and the relationship between power and frequency of oscillations
approximated the power-law exponent found in empirical fMRI power spectra (Figure 7a). With
everything else being identical, we concluded that long-range coupling was responsible for increasing the power of slower oscillations relative to faster oscillation.
Comparison of the individual components of population inputs for activated (Figure 6b, column
II) vs. deactivated (Figure 7b, column II) long-range coupling reinforced that the only difference in
population inputs between both setups was the shape of long-range input. The amplitudes of longrange input oscillations (Figure 6b, column II, green trace) were inversely proportional to the bandpower oscillation of injected artificial a-activity. In accordance with the effect of a-band power on
population activity that we described earlier, long-range input increased when a-band power
decreased, while during epochs of increased a-activity long-range coupling decreased. Consequently, this fluctuation of long-range input was coherent with the fluctuation of IPSCs that resulted
from the fluctuation of a-band power, which further amplified the effect of a-band power on population activity. During epochs of low a-activity long-range coupling conveyed feedforward excitation
that further reinforced the increasing of firing and synaptic gating. Because of this consensual modulation of input currents, total input currents were increased when a-band power was decreased,
which resulted in larger amplitudes of firing rates, synaptic activity and fMRI.
Due to the large time constant of excitatory synaptic gating (tNMDA = 100 ms), long-range excitation decayed relatively slowly, which enabled excitatory activity to accumulate and perpetually reinforce within the long-range network. The period of time for which this feedforward excitation
persisted was longer during slower oscillations than during faster oscillations. Consequently, synaptic
activity (column VI) had more time to accumulate and was therefore larger during slower oscillations
compared to faster oscillations. As a result, the amplitudes of excitatory population output (columns
V, VI, and VII) reached higher values during slower oscillations than during faster oscillations when
long-range coupling was activated (Figure 6b). Accordingly, the power of slower oscillations, and
therefore the slope of the power spectrum, increases in the case of long-range coupling. Note that
this effect (i.e. that slower oscillations reach higher amplitudes) can already be observed in firing
rates and synaptic gating time series, which excludes an influence of the hemodynamic forward
model. In contrast, in the case of deactivated long-range coupling (Figure 7b) all amplitude peaks
are approximately equal, which was the expected result, since the amplitude-peaks of the power
modulation of injected a-activity were equally high by construction (column I, orange trace).
We asked how the relative strengths of white-matter excitation and feedback inhibition influence
power-law scaling. In order to test how E/I balance affects power-law scaling, we varied the strength
of long-range coupling and, also globally, the strength of feedback inhibition. That is, in contrast to
our previous simulations, the strength of feedback inhibition was controlled by a single parameter
for all inhibitory populations. The other parameters, that is the strengths of EEG source activity
injected into excitatory and inhibitory populations, were kept fixated. Screening of individual parameter spaces showed that the power-law exponent of simulated fMRI depended on the balance of
long-range excitation and local inhibition: the 2D distribution of the prediction quality of fMRI time
series, functional connectivity and the power-law exponent showed a characteristic diagonal pattern.
That is, increased long-range coupling required increased local feedback inhibition for producing
best predictions of fMRI, FC and power-law exponents, which demonstrated the crucial role of E/I
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balance for the emergence of scale invariance and long-range correlations (Figure 7—figure supplement 1 and Figure 7—figure supplement 2).

Discussion
In this work, we describe a biophysically based brain network model that predicts a considerable
part of subject-specific fMRI resting-state time series on the basis of concurrently measured EEG.
Importantly, we show how this novel modelling approach can be used to infer the neurophysiological
mechanisms underlying neuroimaging signals. Instead of mere reproduction of empirical observations, our central aim was to provide an integrative framework that unifies empirical data with theory
of the nervous system in order to derive mechanisms of brain function underlying empirical observations across many scales. Clearly, the sequence of analyses and implicit hypothesis testing presented
in this paper represents one of many lines of enquiry. The more general point made by this report is
that our hybrid model can be used to both test hypotheses and to build hypotheses. In other words,
many of the questions (for which we offer answers) only emerged during application of the model,
which allowed us to pursue a particular narrative in understanding the genesis of different empirical
phenomena. A key point of consideration is that the brain model was built from networks of generic
neural population models that were constrained by empirical data, but not explicitly constructed to
address specific reproduced phenomena. This is mirrored by the emergence of processes at considerably faster time scales than the subject-specific fMRI time series that were the target of the model
fitting. It is important to point out that the inferred mechanisms constitute candidate hypotheses
that require empirical falsification. The model-derived mechanisms make concrete predictions on the
waveforms of different input currents, output firing rates, synaptic activities and fMRI signals, which
can be empirically tested. Through ongoing integration of biological knowledge, falsification with
empirical data and subsequent refinement, hybrid brain network models are intended to represent a
comprehensive and increasingly accurate theory about large-scale brain function. The construction
of hybrid brain network models and our major results are visualized in Video 1.
Hybrid models draw on empirically estimated EEG source activity to constrain synaptic input current dynamics. This approach is motivated by the need for a model that not only reproduces static
features of brain activity, like functional connectivity, but that produces these features on the basis
of biologically plausible time series dynamics. Underlying the approach is the consideration that
commonly used fitting targets of BNMs, like FC or power spectral features (e.g. slow BOLD oscillations, EEG a-peak), can in principle be generated by time series that are, except from the fitted features, not necessarily biologically plausible. For example, a wide range of waveforms can produce
FC-like correlation patterns without necessarily having a biological underpinning. The goal was not
to have an abstract converter that simply transforms EEG into an fMRI modality such as time series.
Rather, EEG source activity serves as an approximation of ongoing subject-specific synaptic currents
and parameter fitting is performed to tune the model to optimally explain empirical fMRI time series.
In contrast to a simple ‘converter’, our biophysical model is able to additionally capture other features of functional brain data not used for model fitting. We show that in fact the parameter space
converges for different metrics of brain activity toward a single optimal subspace indicating validity
of our model. In our approach, both functional datasets, EEG and fMRI, are fused within the framework of a biophysically grounded and structurally constrained model in order to optimally approximate the underlying (but unobservable) behavior and parameters of the real system. Models, by
definition, omit features of the modeled system for the sake of simplicity, generality and efficiency.
Adding degrees of freedom renders parameter spaces increasingly intractable and increases the risk
of over-fitting. Injection of source activity is a way to systematically probe sufficiently abstract neural
systems while maintaining biologically realistic behavior. Thereby, the approach aims to balance a
level of abstraction that is sufficient to provide relevant insights, with being detailed enough to
guide subsequent empirical study. It is not the goal of this approach to attain the highest possible fit
between different imaging modalities at the cost of biological plausibility, which would be the case
for abstract statistical models that do not relate to biological entities and therefore preclude the
inference of neurophysiological knowledge. Here, imperfect reproduction of neural activity directly
points to deficits in our understanding and conceptualization of large-scale brain structure and function, which to iteratively improve is the goal of this approach. We note that our comparison of prediction qualities of the hybrid model and the three control scenarios is not a result in the sense of
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formal model comparison where goodness of fit is assessed in light of model complexity. Rather, the
informal comparison serves to better assess the hybrid model’s prediction quality in relation to the
original model and the a-regressor. Although it was a priori clearly unlikely that the noise-driven
model or the injection of time permuted EEG would correlate with the empirical time series, these
controls serve to exclude that hybrid model correlations were obtained by a trivial mechanism
potentially also present in noise models. Furthermore, to test whether it is the specific temporal
sequence of time points in the injected activity that enabled fMRI prediction, we simulated the
hybrid model’s response to permuted input time series. More importantly, these correlations enable
us to show that although noise and permuted input do not produce noteworthy time series correlations, like the a-regressor, they nevertheless predict FC, while the hybrid model predicts both, time
series and FC.Although the a-regressor makes noteworthy fMRI time series predictions, it yields low
correlations with FC and, importantly, it is unable to predict the electric neuronal phenomena that
have been reproduced with the hybrid model as it is not based on state variables that correspond to
biological entities like the hybrid model. Hence, if during formal model comparison model complexity is penalized without accounting for the accuracy of the model to predict diverse data sets that
originate from different modalities and that involve different kinds of metrics (as the hybrid model
does), then it is likely that the a-regressor is favoured, because it relies on zero free parameters
while achieving similar time series prediction, despite the fact that it clearly has less power to concurrently explain the different sorts of neuronal phenomena explained by the hybrid model. In order
to better estimate the relative quality of this kind of models, we are working on a theoretical framework that extends existing Bayesian system identification frameworks (Friston et al., 2003) to
account for the concurrent prediction of the dynamics of different biological phenomena, data sets
and metrics which goes beyond the scope of this study and shall be the subject of an additional
publication.
The idea of the hybrid approach is to test how biophysically based and structurally constrained
models respond to biologically plausible synaptic input currents, comparable to in vivo or in vitro
electrophysiology current injection experiments. However, it must be noted that the hybrid model is
clearly limited by the fact that it is not an autonomous (self-contained) model of the brain, but
depends on externally injected activity. Furthermore, EEG-based approximation of local EPSCs is
limited by the coarse spatial resolution of EEG and the inability to disentangle local EPSCs from
other currents that contribute to EEG as all currents in the brain superimpose at any given point in
space to generate a potential at that location (Buzsáki et al., 2012). This limitation would become
apparent when the hybrid model is coupled with a forward model to predict EEG on the basis of the
entire sum of input currents (Equations 1 and 2). However, when predicting EEG on the basis of
local EPSCs only by application of the forward model, this would again yield the original EEG. Notably, EEG source activity can only be viewed as an approximation of EPSCs and it is unclear how EEG
exactly relates to EPSCs, that is, to which extend this approximation reflects biological reality.
Although theoretical considerations suggest that excitatory postsynaptic potentials dominate current
source density (CSD) amplitudes (Mitzdorf, 1985), empirical observations repeatedly showed exceptions to this proposition. For example, CSD profiles of neuronal oscillations that were entrained to
rhythmic stimulus streams showed a temporal alternation of states dominated by net ensemble
depolarization and hyperpolarization, indicating the contribution of IPSCs to CSD profiles
(Lakatos et al., 2008; Lakatos et al., 2013). Despite these limitations several empirical phenomena
were reproduced and the input injection approach opens up avenues for future research to investigate the neural mechanisms underlying a wide range of different phenomena. For example, an
important feature of the a-rhythm is its characteristic bistable jumping between low-power and
high-power modes and a ‘dwelling’ in each state that follows a stretched-exponential (Freyer et al.,
2009a). This behavior was remarkably closely reproduced by a multistable corticothalamic model
that identified the underlying mechanism as a multistable switching between a fixed point and a limit
cycle attractor that is driven by noise (Freyer et al., 2011). Importantly, the closest reproduction of
EEG a-switching in the model of Freyer et al. (2011) emerged only when the uncorrelated Gaussian
noise term (injected into mean membrane potentials) was replaced by a state-dependent (autoregressive) noise term, which made the injected stochastic fluctuations effectively autocorrelated. This
result is interesting in the context of the present study as our simulations identified the switching
between high- and low-power modes of the a-rhythm as a potential generative mechanism underlying fMRI resting-state oscillations. Extending from these results, future BNM studies could
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systematically investigate the role of autocorrelated compared to Gaussian inputs and their impact
on emerging fMRI dynamics (like FC dynamics), especially since inputs like the EEG source activity
used in our hybrid model better capture the autocorrelation structure of biological source currents,
which are different from white noise (Haider et al., 2016; Okun et al., 2010).
In line with our results, cellular-level studies indicate that rhythmic GABAergic input from the
interneuronal network is associated with E/I balance (Dehghani et al., 2016) and a-related firing
(Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Lorincz et al., 2009; Osipova et al., 2008). However, the identification of an exact physiological mechanism that explains how a-rhythms can produce an inhibitory
effect remained elusive (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Klimesch, 2012). Mazaheri and Jensen
(2010) suggest that a-related inhibition occurs due to an observed amplitude asymmetry of ongoing
oscillations, also termed baseline-shift. Our results suggest, in accordance with the model from
Mazaheri and Jensen (2010), that a symmetrically oscillating driving signal in the a-range leads to
asymmetric firing rates and synaptic currents, but we extend this scheme with an explicit explanation
of the generation of inhibitory pulses from oscillating input currents. Furthermore, our results with
artificial a-activity may help to shed new light on the ‘gating by inhibition’ hypothesis, which posits
that information is routed through the brain network by functionally blocking off task-irrelevant pathways and that this inhibition is reflected by a-activity (Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010). In agreement
with this hypothesis, we found that long-range input decreased during states of high a-power and
increased again when a-power decreased, but further studies are required to examine the effect of
a-power on long-range communication and its interaction with other frequency bands.
It is unclear to which degree non-neuronal processes affect the fMRI signal, as different physiological signals such as respiration and cardiac pulse rate were shown to be correlated with restingstate oscillations (Biswal et al., 1996; Power et al., 2017), which raised concerns that RSN oscillations may be unrelated to neuronal information processing, but rather constitute an epiphenomenon
(Birn et al., 2006; de Munck et al., 2008; Shmueli et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2013). The interpretation and handling of these signal modulations is therefore hotly debated and they are often considered as artefactual and removed from fMRI studies (Birn et al., 2006; Chang and Glover, 2009).
Importantly, however, low-frequency BOLD fluctuations are also strongly correlated with electrical
neural activity, which was shown by studies that analysed fMRI jointly with EEG (Goldman et al.,
2002; Laufs et al., 2003; Moosmann et al., 2003), intracortical recordings (He et al., 2008;
Logothetis et al., 2001) or MEG (Brookes et al., 2011; de Pasquale et al., 2010). Similarly, strong
temporal correlations and spatially similar correlation maps of EEG a-power, respiration and BOLD
(Yuan et al., 2013), as well as of EEG a-power, heart rate variations and BOLD (de Munck et al.,
2008) suggest that these fMRI fluctuations are not unrelated to neural activity, but may be of neural
origin.
Our results extend the current understanding by showing an explicit mechanism for a neural origin of fMRI RSN oscillations that explains a large part of their variance by a chain of neurophysiological interactions. That is, our simulated activity not only reproduces the negative correlation between
a-power fluctuations and BOLD signal, but also reveals a mechanism that transforms ongoing apower fluctuation into fMRI oscillations. The hybrid approach therefore constitutes a multimodal
data fusion approach (Friston, 2009; Valdes-Sosa et al., 2009) that enables the direct characterization of the previously reported temporal correlations between BOLD and EEG signals in terms of the
underlying neural activity and explicit forward models. In addition to fMRI time series, the hybrid
model also reproduces the spatial topology of fMRI networks, which are not predicted by the apower regressor. These findings thereby add to accumulating evidence suggesting that RSNs originate from neuronal activity (Brookes et al., 2011; de Pasquale et al., 2010; Goldman et al., 2002;
He et al., 2008; Logothetis et al., 2001; Mantini et al., 2007; Moosmann et al., 2003) rather than
being a purely hemodynamic phenomenon that is only correlated, but not caused by it (Birn et al.,
2006; de Munck et al., 2008; Shmueli et al., 2007). The conclusions from these results have important implications for future fMRI studies, as they implicate that low-frequency fMRI oscillations may
be attributed to a neural process that has a considerable state-dependent effect on neural information processing as indicated by the large modulations of neuronal firing and synaptic activity. Methods for physiological noise correction might remove variance from fMRI experiments that is related
to neuronal activity and may therefore exclude relevant information for the interpretation of fMRI
data.
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Parameter space exploration shows that structural coupling is critical for fMRI prediction, as prediction quality decreases for sub-optimal global coupling strengths or when global coupling is deactivated altogether (Figure 3—figure supplement 1, Figure 7—figure supplement 2). In this study,
we did not address the effect of coupling time delays, as they were non-essential for the emergence
of the described phenomena. Our initial application of the novel hybrid model aimed to study the
effect of input injection while minimizing the degrees of freedom of the simulation and the set of
parameters to be varied. Further studies are required to determine the effect of coupling delays, as
previous studies demonstrated their important role for emerging large-scale dynamics (Deco et al.,
2011; Jirsa, 2008, 2009). We observed that the prediction quality of resting-state network activation time courses fluctuates over time and is highest during epochs of highest variance of the respective temporal mode. During these, time windows resting-state networks contribute the largest
variance to whole-brain fMRI, that is, they are the most active. A possible explanation may be that
during states of asynchronous neural activity (i.e. when the variance of RSN temporal modes is low)
volume conduction and cancellation of electromagnetic waves decreases the ability of source imaging methods to reconstruct source activity.
It is important to note that the observed processes may not be specific to a-oscillations, but may
apply also to other frequencies or non-oscillatory signal components, for example, phase-locked discharge of neurons occurs over a range of frequency bands and is not limited to the a-rhythm (Buzsaki, 2006). Furthermore, the a-rhythm, though prominent, is certainly not superior to other rhythms
with respect to neuronal computation and cognition (Fries, 2015). In fact, it may be best thought of
as one of several modes of brain operation, even during the so-called resting-state (Engel et al.,
2013). Additional empirical and theoretical studies will be needed to address these limitations more
comprehensively. Although our analysis revolved around a-oscillations, the hybrid modeling
approach is not restricted to a-activity, as the injected EEG source activity was not limited to the aband. The hybrid modeling approach itself does not set any requirements on the frequency spectrum of the injected source activity. Importantly, our focus on a-rhythms was not ‘by construction’,
but, as outlined in the introduction, emerged from a sequence of analyses that we performed to
understand how the hybrid model generated the correlation with empirical fMRI time series. In this
regard, it is interesting to note that the time series correlations obtained by the a-regressor and the
hybrid model are comparable, which indicates that the a-rhythm was the main driver for the hybrid
model’s fMRI time series prediction.
Despite the ubiquity of scale invariant dynamics, models that generate power-law distributions
are often rather generic and detached from the details of the modeled systems (Bak et al., 1987;
Marković and Gros, 2014). Furthermore, the precise mechanisms that lead to the emergence of
fMRI power spectrum power-law scaling or the relationship between brain network interaction and
fMRI power-law scaling are unclear (He, 2011). Our simulation results indicate that fMRI spectra
power-law scaling is due to the observed frequency-dependent amplification of oscillatory activity in
networks that contain self-reinforcing feedback excitation together with slow decay of activity. Central to theories on the emergence of criticality is the tuning of a control parameter (e.g. connection
strengths) that leads the system to a sharp change in one or more order parameters (e.g. firing rates)
when the control parameter is moved over a critical point that marks the boundary of a phase transition. It is important to point out that the existence of power-laws alone does not prove criticality.
Rather, criticality requires the existence of a control parameter that can be adjusted to move the system through a phase transition at a critical point (Beggs and Timme, 2012). In vivo, in vitro and in
silico results show that the dynamical balance between excitation and inhibition was found to be
essential to move the system towards or away from criticality, for example, by pharmacologically
altering the excitation-inhibition balance in anesthetized rats (Osorio et al., 2010), acute slices
(Beggs and Plenz, 2003) or by changing parameters that control global excitation and inhibition in
computational models (Deco et al., 2014). However, the exact role played by excitation-inhibition
balance is unclear. In line with these results, we found that power-law scaling varied as a function of
the relative levels of global excitation and inhibition, further emphasizing the need for a proportional
relationship between these control parameters (Figure 7—figure supplement 2). Extending from
that, our simulation results indicate that E/I balance may cause a tuning of the relative strengths of
local and long-range inputs to neural populations that supports constructive interference between
the different input currents, which in turn amplifies slower oscillations more than faster oscillation.
These results address an open question on whether power-laws in neural networks result from
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power-law behavior on the cellular level or from a global network-level process (Beggs and Timme,
2012), by giving an explanation for scale-free fMRI power spectra as an emergent property of longrange brain network interaction that does not require small-scale decentralized processes like the
constant active retuning of microscopic parameters as proposed in some theories of self-organized
criticality (Bak et al., 1987; Hesse and Gross, 2014). Furthermore, these results explicitly address
the effect of input activity, while in vitro and in silico studies have so far focused on systems without
or considerably decreased input (Hesse and Gross, 2014). The observed co-emergence of spatial
long-range correlations (i.e. functional connectivity networks) and power-law scaling may point to a
unifying explanation within the theory of self-organized criticality, as previously proposed by others
(Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2001). Note that we have used the hybrid model not simply to establish
the prevalence of scale invariant dynamics, but to use the power law scaling in a quantitative sense
to understand the mechanisms leading to particular power law exponents; for example, the importance of extrinsic (between node) connections in explaining the differences between power law scaling at the electrophysiological and haemodynamic level. This is an important point because scalefree behavior per se would be difficult to avoid in simulations of this sort.
A wide range of disorders like autism, schizophrenia, intellectual disabilities, Alzheimer’s disease,
multiple sclerosis or epilepsy have been linked to disruption of E/I balance (Marı´n, 2012) and altered
structural and functional network connectivity (Stam, 2014). The presented modelling approach may
therefore play a key role for identifying the precise mechanisms underlying the pathophysiology of
different disorders and assist in developing novel therapies that restore altered E/I balance or brain
connectivity, for example, by identifying the targets for neural stimulation therapies or by guiding
individually customized therapy. The ability of the hybrid model to infer precise neurophysiological
mechanisms that give rise to empirical phenomena and to link the involved mechanisms and signal
patterns across different scales and neuroimaging modalities makes it a potentially valuable tool for
neuroscience research.

Materials and methods
Computational model
The model used in this study is based on the large-scale dynamical mean field model used by Deco
and colleagues (Deco et al., 2014; Wong and Wang, 2006). Brain activity is modeled as the network interaction of local population models that represent cortical areas. Cortical regions are modelled by interconnected excitatory and inhibitory neural mass models. In contrast to the original
model, excitatory connections were replaced by injected EEG source activity. The dynamic mean
field model faithfully approximates the time evolution of average synaptic activities and firing rates
of a network of spiking neurons by a system of coupled non-linear differential equations for each
node i:
X
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Here, ri(E,I) denotes the population firing rate of the excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) population of
brain area i. Si(E,I) identifies the average excitatory or inhibitory synaptic gating variables of each
brain area, while their input currents are given by Ii(E,I). In contrast to the model used by Deco et al.
(2014) that has recurrent and feedforward excitatory coupling, we approximate excitatory postsynaptic currents IBG using region-wise aggregated EEG source activity that is added to the sum of
input currents Ii(E,I). This approach is based on intracortical recordings that suggest that EPSCs are
non-random, but strongly correlated with electric fields in their vicinity, while IPSCs are anticorrelated with EPSCs (Haider et al., 2016). The weight parameters wBG(E,I) rescale the z-score normalized
EEG source activity independently for excitatory and inhibitory populations. G denotes the longrange coupling strength scaling factor that rescales the structural connectivity matrix Cij that denotes
the strength of interaction for each region pair i and j. All three scaling parameters are estimated by
fitting simulation results to empirical fMRI data by exhaustive search. Initially, parameter space (ndimensional real space with n being the number of optimized parameters) was constrained such that
the strength of inhibition was larger than the strength of excitation, satisfying a biological constraint.
Furthermore, for each tested parameter set (containing the three scaling parameters mentioned
above), the region-wise parameters Ji that describe the strength of the local feedback inhibitory synaptic coupling for each area i (expressed in nA) are fitted with the algorithm described below such
that the average firing rate of each excitatory population in the model was close to 3.06 Hz (i.e. the
cost function for tuning parameters Ji was solely based on average firing rates and not on prediction
quality). The overall effective external input I0 = 0.382 nA is scaled by WE and WI, for the excitatory
and inhibitory pools, respectively. ri(E,I) denotes the neuronal input-output functions (f-I curves) of the
excitatory and inhibitory pools, respectively. All parameters except those that are tuned during
parameter estimation are set as in Deco et al. (2014). Please refer to Table 1 for a specification of
state variables and parameters. BOLD activity was simulated on the basis of the excitatory synaptic
activity S(E) using the Balloon-Windkessel hemodynamic model (Friston et al., 2003), which is a
dynamical model that describes the transduction of neuronal activity into perfusion changes and the
coupling of perfusion to BOLD signal. The model is based on the assumption that the BOLD signal is
a static non-linear function of the normalized total deoxyhemoglobin voxel content, normalized

Table 1. State variables and parameters of the hybrid brain network model.
Quantity

Value

Description

State variables
ri(E,I)

Population firing rate of the excitatory (E) or inhibitory (I) population in brain area i

Si(E,I)

Average synaptic gating

Ii(E,I)

Sums of all input currents

IBG

EEG-derived input currents

Parameters
w+

1.4

Local excitatory recurrence

Cij

Obtained from diffusion tractography

Structural connectivity matrix

g E, g I

6.41 & 10$4, 1.0 & 10$3

Kinetic parameters

aE, bE, dE, tE, WE

$1

Excitatory gating variables

$1

310 (nC ), 125 (Hz), 0.16 (s), 100 (ms), 1

aI, bI, dI, tI, WI

615 (nC ), 177 (Hz), 0.087 (s), 10 (ms), 0.7

Inhibitory gating variables

JNMDA

0.15 (nA)

Excitatory synaptic coupling

JI

Obtained by FIC heuristic (nA)

Feedback inhibitory synaptic coupling

I0

0.382 (nA)

overall effective external input

Obtained from model fitting

Global coupling scaling factor

Obtained from model fitting

Weights for scaling EEG-derived input currents

G
ðE Þ
wBG ,

ðI Þ
wBG
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venous volume, resting net oxygen extraction fraction by the capillary bed, and resting blood volume fraction. Please refer to Deco et al. (2013) for the specific set of Ballon-Windkessel model
equations that we used in this study.

Parameter optimization
For each brain network model, three parameters were varied to maximize the fit between empirical
and simulated fMRI: the scaling of excitatory white-matter coupling and the strengths of the inputs
injected into excitatory and inhibitory populations (please refer to Table 2 for an overview over the
obtained parameter values). Following in vivo observations (Xue et al., 2014), we ensured that at
excitatory populations EPSC amplitudes are smaller than IPSC amplitudes by constraining the range
of values for the ratio wBG(I) / wBG(E) between 5 and 200, which we found through initial pilot simulations. Note that the ratio wBG(I) / wBG(E) is not identical to the amplitude ratio of IPSCs vs. EPSCs, but
depends also on the specific settings of all other varied parameters. For example, a large ratio wBG(I)
/ wBG(E) can still lead to a small ratio of IPSCs vs. EPSCs amplitudes if the local feedback inhibition
parameter Ji is small. Apart from these initial pilot simulations to restrict the ratio of postsynaptic
currents to a biologically plausible range, the specific combination of all varied parameters was
exclusively found through fitting simulated to empirical fMRI time series under the constraint of plausible firing rates. That is, besides tuning these three global parameters using the sole optimization
criterion of maximizing the fit between simulated and empirical fMRI time series, we adjusted local
inhibitory coupling strengths in order to obtain biologically plausible firing rates in excitatory populations. For this second form of tuning, termed feedback inhibition control (FIC), average population
firing rates were the sole optimization criterion, without any consideration of prediction quality,
which was only dependent on the three global parameters. FIC modulates the strengths of inhibitory
connections that is required to compensate for excess or lack of excitation resulting from the large
variability in white-matter coupling strengths obtained by MRI tractography, which is a prerequisite
to obtain plausible ranges of population activity that is relevant for some results (Figure 5 and Figure 6). Prediction quality was measured as the average correlation coefficient between all simulated
and empirical region-wise fMRI time series of a complete cortical parcellation over 20.7 min length
(TR = 1.94 s, 640 data points) thereby quantifying the ability of the model to predict the activity of
68 parcellated cortical regions. Accounting for the large-scale nature of fMRI resting-state networks,
the chosen parcellation size provides a parsimonious trade-off between model complexity and the
desired level of explanation. What this parcellation may lack in spatial detail, it gains in providing a

Table 2. Parameters of the 15 hybrid brain network models obtained by parameter tuning.
ðI Þ

ðI Þ

ðE Þ
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0.13

5

0.1

0.03

5

0.14
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0.09

0.03
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0.13

0.15

5
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0.03
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5
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full-brain coverage that can reliably reproduce ubiquitous large-scale features of empirical data,
which we further present below. To exclude overfitting and limited generalizability, a five-fold crossvalidation scheme was performed on the hybrid model simulation results. Therefore, the data was
randomly divided into two subsets: 80% as training subset and 20% as testing subset. Prediction
quality was estimated using the training set, before trained models were asked to predict the testing
set. Resulting prediction quality was compared between training and test data set and between test
data set and the data obtained from fitting the full time series. Furthermore, despite the large range
of possible parameters, the search converged to a global maximum (Figure 3—figure supplement
1). Therefore, we ensured that when the model has been fit to a subset of empirical data, that it was
able to generalize to new or unseen data. In contrast to model selection approaches, where the predictive power of different models and their complexity are compared against each other, we here
use only a single type of model.

Feedback inhibition control
The excitatory populations of isolated nodes of the original model described in Deco et al. (2014)
P
ðE Þ
have an average firing rate of 3.06 Hz. That is, without long-range coupling G j Cij Sj and without
ðE Þ

ðI Þ

injected activity wBG IBG and wBG IBG (cf. Equations 1 and 2), the used excitatory populations have an
average firing rate of 3.06 Hz. This value conforms to the empirically measured Poisson-like cortical
in vivo activity of ~3 Hz (Softky and Koch, 1993; Wilson et al., 1994) and results from the dynamic
mean field approximation of the average ensemble behaviour of a large-scale spiking neuron model
used in Deco et al. (2014). In contrast to isolated nodes, the firing rate of coupled nodes change in
dependence of the employed structural connectivity matrix and the injected input. To compensate
for a resulting excess or lack of excitation, a local regulation mechanism, called feedback inhibition
control (FIC), was used. The approach was previously successfully used to significantly improve FC
prediction as well as for increasing the dynamical repertoire of evoked activity and the accuracy of
external stimulus encoding (Deco et al., 2014). Despite the mentioned advantages of FIC tuning, it
has the disadvantage of increasing the number of open parameters of the model. To prove that prediction quality is not due to FIC, but solely due to the three global parameters and to exclude concerns about over-parameterization or that FIC may be a potentially necessary condition for the
emergence of scale-freeness, we devised a control model that did not implement FIC, but used a
single global parameter for inhibitory coupling strength. Instead of tuning the 68 individual local
coupling weights individually, only a single global value for all inhibitory coupling weights Ji was varied. We compared the effect of FIC on time series prediction quality and found no significant difference in prediction quality to simulations that used only a single value for all local coupling weights Ji
per subject (one-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test, p=0.36, z = #0.37, Cliffs’s delta d = #0.15). In contrast to simulations that are driven by noise (Deco et al., 2014), FIC parameters for injected input
must be estimated for the entire simulated time series, since the non-stationarity of stimulation time
series leads to considerable fluctuations of firing rates. Therefore, we developed a local greedy
search algorithm for fast FIC parameter estimation based on the algorithm in Deco et al. (2014). To
exert FIC, local inhibitory synaptic strength is iteratively adjusted until all excitatory populations
attained a firing rate close to the desired mean firing rates for the entire ~20 min of activity. During
each iteration, the algorithm performs a simulation of the entire time series. Then, it computes the
mean firing activity over the entire time series for each excitatory population and adapts Ji values
accordingly, that is, it increases local Ji values if the average firing rate over all excitatory populations
during the k-th iteration rbk is larger than 3.06 Hz and vice versa. In order to reduce the number of
iterations the value by which Ji is changed is, in contrast to the algorithm by Deco et al. (2014),
dynamically adapted in dependence of the firing rate obtained during the current iteration
Jikþ1 ¼ Jik þ ð^rk # 3:06Þtk

(7)

where Jik denotes the value of feedback inhibition strength of node i and tk denotes the adaptive
tuning factor during the k-th iteration. In the first iteration, all Ji values are initialized with one and tk
is initialized with 0.005. The adaptive tuning factor is dynamically changed during each iteration
based on the result of the previous iteration:
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tkþ1 ¼ ð

X

i

ðJik$1 $ J k ÞÞ=ð^rk$1 $ ^r k Þ:

For the case that the result did not improve during the current iteration, that is,
!
!
j^r $ 3:06j & !^r k$1 $ 3:06!;

(8)

(9)

the adaptive tuning factor is decreased by multiplying it with 0.5 and the algorithm continues with
the next iteration. After 12 iterations, all Ji values are set to the values they had during the iteration
k where |rbk – 3.06| was minimal.

MRI preprocessing

Structural and functional connectomes from 15 healthy human subjects (age range: 18–31 years,
eight female) were extracted from full data sets (diffusion-weighted MRI, T1-weighted MRI, EEGfMRI) using a local installation of a pipeline for automatic processing of functional and diffusionweighted MRI data (Schirner et al., 2015). From a local database of 49 subjects (age range 18–80
years, 30 female) that was acquired for a previous study (Schirner et al., 2015), we selected the 15
youngest subjects that fulfilled highest EEG quality standards after applying MR artefact correction
routines. EEG quality was assessed by standards that were defined prior to the experimental design
and that are routinely used in the field (Becker et al., 2011; Freyer et al., 2009b; Ritter et al.,
2010; Ritter et al., 2007): occurrence of spikes in frequencies > 20 Hz in power spectral densities,
excessive head motion and cardio-ballistic artefacts. Research was performed in compliance with the
Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). Written informed consent
was provided by all subjects with an understanding of the study prior to data collection, and was
approved by the local ethics committee in accordance with the institutional guidelines at Charité
Hospital Berlin. Subjects with a self-reported history of neurological, cognitive, or psychiatric conditions were excluded from the experiment. Structural (T1-weighted high-resolution three-dimensional
MP-RAGE sequence; TR = 1,900 ms, TE = 2.52 ms, TI = 900 ms, flip angle = 9˚, field of view
(FOV) = 256 mm x 256 mm x 192 mm, 256 ' 256 ' 192 Matrix, 1.0 mm isotropic voxel resolution),
diffusion-weighted (T2-weighted sequence; TR = 7500 ms, TE = 86 ms, FOV = 192 mm x 192 mm,
96 ' 96 Matrix, 61 slices, 2.3 mm isotropic voxel resolution, 64 diffusion directions), and fMRI data
(two-dimensional T2-weighted gradient echo planar imaging blood oxygen level-dependent contrast
sequence; TR = 1,940 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 78˚, FOV = 192 mm x 192 mm, 3 mm x 3 mm
voxel resolution, 3 mm slice thickness, 64 ' 64 matrix, 33 slices, 0.51 ms echo spacing, 668 TRs, 7
initial images were acquired and discarded to allow magnetization to reach equilibrium; eyes-closed
resting-state) were acquired on a 12-channel Siemens 3 Tesla Trio MRI scanner at the Berlin Center
for Advanced Neuroimaging, Berlin, Germany. Extracted structural connectivity matrices intend to
give an aggregated representation of the strengths of interaction between regions as mediated by
white matter fiber tracts. As in the original model by Deco et al. (2014), conduction delays were
neglected in this study as they were non-essential for the described features. Strength matrices Cij
were divided by their respective maximum value for normalization. In short, the pipeline proceeds as
follows: for each subject a three-dimensional high-resolution T1-weighted image image was used to
divide cortical gray matter into 68 regions according to the Desikan-Killiany atlas using FreeSurfer’s
(Fischl, 2012) automatic anatomical segmentation and registered to diffusion data. The gyral-based
brain parcellation is generated by an automated probabilistic labeling algorithm that has been
shown to achieve a high level of anatomical accuracy for identification of regions while accounting
for a wide range of inter-subject anatomical variability (Desikan et al., 2006). The atlas was successfully used in previous modelling studies and provided highly significant structure-function relationships (Honey et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2013; Schirner et al., 2015). Details on diffusion-weighted
and fMRI preprocessing can be found in Schirner et al. (Schirner et al., 2015) Briefly, probabilistic
white matter tractography and track aggregation between each region-pair was performed as implemented in the automatic pipeline and the implemented distinct connection metric extracted. This
metric weights the raw track count between two regions according to the minimum of the gray matter/white matter interface areas of both regions used to connect these regions in distinction to other
metrics that use the unweighted raw track count, which was shown to be biased by subject-specific
anatomical features (see Schirner et al. (2015) for a discussion). After preprocessing, the cortical
parcellation mask was registered to fMRI resting-state data of subjects and average fMRI signals for
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each region were extracted. The first five images of each scanning run were discarded to allow the
MRI signal to reach steady state. To identify RSN activity a spatial Group ICA decomposition was
performed for the fMRI data of all subjects using FSL MELODIC (Beckmann and Smith, 2004)
(MELODIC v4.0; FMRIB Oxford University, UK) with the following parameters: high pass filter cut off:
100 s, MCFLIRT motion correction, BET brain extraction, spatial smoothing 5 mm FWHM, normalization to MNI152, temporal concatenation, dimensionality restriction to 30 output components. ICs
that correspond to RSNs were automatically identified by spatial correlation with the 9 out of the 10
well-matched pairs of networks of the 29,671-subject BrainMap activation database as described in
Smith et al. (2009) (excluding the cerebellum network). All image processing were performed in the
native subject space of the different modalities and the brain atlas was transformed from T1-space
of the subject into the respective spaces of the different modalities.

EEG preprocessing
Details of EEG preprocessing are described in supplementary material of Schirner et al.
(Schirner et al., 2015). First, to account for slow drifts in EEG channels and to improve template
construction during subsequent MR imaging acquisition artefact (IAA) correction all channels were
high-pass filtered at 1.0 Hz (standard FIR filter). IAA correction was performed using Analyser 2.0
(v2.0.2.5859, Brain Products, Gilching, Germany). The onset of each MRI scan interval was detected
using a gradient trigger level of 300 mV/ms. Incorrectly detected markers, for example due to shimming events or heavy movement, were manually rejected. To assure the correct detection of the
resulting scan start markers each inter-scan interval was controlled for its precise length of 1940 ms
(TR). For each channel, a template of the IAA was computed using a sliding average approach (window length: 11 intervals) and subsequently subtracted from each scan interval. For further processing, the data were down sampled to 200 Hz, imported to EEGLAB and low-pass filtered at 60 Hz.
ECG traces were used to detect and mark each instance of the QRS complex in order to identify ballistocardiogram (BCG) artefacts. The reasonable position and spacing of those ECG markers was
controlled by visual inspection and corrected if necessary. To correct for BCG and artefacts induced
by muscle activity, especially movement of the eyes, a temporal ICA was computed using the
extended Infomax algorithm as implemented in EEGLAB. To identify independent components (ICs)
that contain BCG artefacts the topography plot, activation time series, power spectra and heartbeat
triggered average potentials of the resulting ICs were used as indication. Based on established characteristics, all components representing the BCG were identified and rejected, that is, the components were excluded from back-projection. The remaining artificial, non-BCG components,
accounting for primarily movement events especially eye movement, were identified by their localization, activation, power spectral properties and ERPs. Detailed descriptions of EEG and fMRI preprocessing have been published elsewhere (Becker et al., 2011; Freyer et al., 2009a; Ritter et al.,
2010; Ritter et al., 2007).

Biologically based model input
EEG source imaging was performed with the freely available MATLAB toolbox Brainstorm using
default settings and standard procedure for resting-state EEG data as described in the software documentation (Tadel et al., 2011). Source space models were based on the individual cortical mesh triangulations as extracted by FreeSurfer from each subject’s T1-weighted MRI data and downsampled
by Brainstorm. From the same MRI data, head surface triangulations were computed by Brainstorm.
Standard positions of the used EEG caps (Easy-cap; 64 channels, MR compatible) were aligned by
the fiducial points used in Brainstorm and projected onto the nearest point of the head surface. Forward models are based on Boundary Element Method head models computed using the opensource software OpenMEEG and 15002 perpendicular dipole generator models located at the vertices of the cortical surface triangulation. The sLORETA inverse solution was used to estimate the distributed neuronal current density underlying the measured sensor data since it has zero localization
error (Pascual-Marqui, 2002). EEG data were low-pass filtered at 30 Hz and imported into Brainstorm. There, the epochs before the first and after the last fMRI scan were discarded and the EEG
signal was time-locked to fMRI scan start markers. Using brainstorm routines, EEG data were projected onto the cortical surface using the obtained inversion kernel and averaged according to the
Desikan-Killiany parcellation that was also used for the extraction of structural and functional
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connectomes and region-averaged fMRI signals. The resulting 68 region-wise source time series
were imported to MATLAB, z-score normalized and upsampled to 1000 Hz using spline interpolation
as implemented by the Octave function interp1. To enable efficient simulations, the sampling rate of
the injected activity was ten times lower than model sampling rate. Hence, during simulation identical values have been injected during each sequence of 10 integration steps.

Simulation and analysis
Simulations were performed with a highly optimized C implementation of the previously described
model on the JURECA supercomputer at the Juelich Supercomputing Center. Simulation and analyses code and used data is open source and available from online repositories (Schirner et al.,
2017a, see ‘Data and code availability’). An exhaustive brute-force parameter space scan using 3888
combinations of the parameters G and wBG(E,I) was performed for each subject. Each of these combinations was computed 12 times to iteratively tune Ji values. As control setup, further simulations
were performed with random permutations of the input time series. Therefore, the individual time
points of each source activity time series were randomly permuted (individually for each region and
subject) using the Octave function randperm() and injected into simulations using all parameter combinations that were previously used. As an additional control situation the original dynamic mean
field model as described in Deco et al. (2014) was simulated for the 15 SCs. Here, the parameters
G and JNMDA were varied and FIC tuning was performed using the same algorithm as used for the
source activity injection model. The simulation and FIC optimization process was identical for all
three models. The length of the simulated time series for each subject was 21.6 min. Simulations
were performed at a model sampling rate of 10,000 Hz. BOLD time series were computed for every
10th time step of excitatory synaptic gating activity using the Balloon-Windkessel model
(Friston et al., 2003). Since the Balloon-Windkessel model acts like a low-pass filter that attenuates
frequencies above ~0.15 Hz (Robinson et al., 2006), additional low-pass filtering was unnecessary
for downsampling of simulated fMRI time series. Hence, from the resulting time series every 1940th
step was stored in order to obtain a sampling rate of simulated fMRI that conforms to the empirical
fMRI TR of 1.94 s. The first 11 scans (21.34 s) of activity were discarded to allow model activity and
simulated fMRI signal to stabilize. For each subject and modelling approach the simulation result
that yielded the highest average correlation between all 68 empirical and simulated region time
series for all tested parameters was used for all analyses. To ensure region-specificity of simulation
results only corresponding simulated and empirical region time series were correlated in the case of
raw fMRI, respectively, for resting-state networks only simulated regions that overlap with the spatial
activation pattern of the respective network were used for estimating prediction quality. Specifically,
for RSN analysis, only those regions were compared with the temporal modes of RSNs that had a
spatial overlap of at least 40% of all voxels belonging to the respective region. To assess time-varying prediction quality, a correlation analysis was performed in which a window with a length of 100
scans (194 s) was slid over the 68 pairs of empirical and simulated time series and the average correlation over all 68 regions was computed for each window. For the estimation of signal correlation,
the computation of entries of FC matrices and as a measure of similarity of FC matrices Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient was used. FC matrices were compared by stacking all elements below the
main diagonal into vectors and computing the correlation coefficient of these vectors. Short-epoch
FC prediction quality was estimated by computing the mean correlation obtained for all windowwise correlations of a sliding window analysis of empirical and simulated time series (window-size:
100 scans = 194 s).
To ensure scale-freeness of empirical and simulated signals, region time series were tested using
rigorous model selection criteria; on average 79% of all 1020 region-wise time series (15 subjects x
68 regions) for the seven analyzed signal types (empirical fMRI, simulated fMRI, simulated fMRI without global coupling, simulated fMRI without FIC, simulated fMRI without FIC and without global coupling, a-power, a-regressor) tested as scale-free; for every signal type every subject had at least five
regions to test as scale-free. PSDs were computed using the Welch method as implemented in
Octave, normalized by their total power and averaged. Resulting average power spectra were fitted
with a power-law function f(x)=axb using least-squares estimation in the frequency range 0.01 Hz
and 0.17 Hz which is identical to the range for which the test for scale invariance was performed.
Frequencies below were excluded in order to reduce the impact of low-frequency signal confounds
and scanner drift, frequencies above that limit were excluded to avoid aliasing artefacts in higher
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frequency ranges (TR = 1.94 s, hence Nyquist frequency is around 0.25 Hz). In order to compare the
scale invariance of our empirical fMRI data with results from previous publications (He, 2011), we
also computed power spectra in a range that only included frequencies < 0.1 Hz.
In order to adequately determine the existence of scale invariance we applied rigorous model
selection to every time series to identify power-law scaling and excluded all time series from analyses
that were described better by a model other than a power-law. Nevertheless, we compared the
obtained results from this strict regime with results obtained when all time series were included and
found them to be qualitatively identical. To test for the existence of scale invariance we used a
method that combines a modified version of the well-established detrended fluctuation analysis
(DFA) with Bayesian model comparison (Ton and Daffertshofer, 2016). DFA is, in contrast to PSD
analyses, robust to both stationary and nonstationary data in the presence of confounding (weakly
non-linear) trends. It is important to note, that a simple linear fit of the detrended fluctuation curve
without proper comparison of the obtained goodness of fit with that of other models would entirely
ignore alternative representations of the data different than a power law. For quantification of the
goodness of fit with simple regression its corresponding coefficient of determination, R2, is ill-suited
as it measures only the strength of a linear relationship and is inadequate for nonlinear regression
(Ton and Daffertshofer, 2016). It is important to note that with this method the assessment of
power-law scaling is based on maximum likelihood estimation, which overcomes the limitations of a
minimal least-squares estimate obtained from linear regression in the conventional DFA approach.
Details of the used method are described elsewhere (Ton and Daffertshofer, 2016). For the different signals the majority of time series were tested as being scale free: 83% for empirical fMRI, 69%
for simulated fMRI, 71% for simulated fMRI with deactivated FIC, 83% for simulated fMRI with deactivated global coupling, 86% for simulated fMRI with deactivated global coupling and FIC, 90% for
a-power and 70% for the a-regressor.
To compute grand average waveforms, state-variables were averaged over all 15 subjects and 68
regions (N = 1020 region time series) time-locked to the zero crossing of the a-amplitude, which
was obtained by band-pass filtering source activity time series between 8 and 12 Hz; to obtain sharp
average waveforms, all a-cycle epochs with a cycle length between 95 and 105 ms were used
(N = 4,137,994 a-cycle). For computing ongoing a-power time courses, instantaneous power time
series were computed by taking the absolute value of the analytical signal (obtained by the Hilbert
transform) of band-pass filtered source activity in the 8–10 Hz frequency range; the first and last ~50
s were discarded to control for edge effects. To compute the a-regressor, power time series were
convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function, downsampled to fMRI sampling rate
and shifted relative to fMRI time series to account for the lag of hemodynamic response. The highest
negative average correlation over all 68 region-pairs obtained within a range of ±3 scans shift was
used for comparison with simulation results.

Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts,
United States). Data are represented as box-and-whisker plots. As normality was not achieved for
the majority of data sets (assessed by Lilliefors test at significance level of 0.05), differences between
groups were compared by non-parametric statistical tests, using either two-tailed Wilcoxon rank
sum test or, in case of directional prediction, one-tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test; a value p<0.05 was
considered significant.

Data and code availability
Brain network models are implemented in the open source neuroinformatics platform The Virtual
Brain (Ritter et al., 2013; Sanz-Leon et al., 2015, Sanz Leon et al., 2013) that can be downloaded
from thevirtualbrain.org. Code and data that support the findings of this study can be obtained from
https://github.com/BrainModes/The-Hybrid-Virtual-Brain (Schirner et al., 2017b; copy archived at
https://github.com/elifesciences-publications/The-Hybrid-Virtual-Brain) and https://osf.io/mndt8/
(Schirner et al., 2017a).
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